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INTRODUCTION

Te purpose of this manual is to help teachers of the severely

11

handicapped child develop effective and efficient individual educational

plans. This is not aa easy task,*since the studentspito be served haveonly1'

recently become eligible fOr public educational services and we are still in '

the dtearly stages of defining appropriate criculums and methods for

II measuring' Progress. In addition, the primary approach to the education of

the sevexely handicapped is essentially a one-on-one instructional model.

This 1.,s necessary, since none of tilese Audents can respond to written

directions, and, the majority cannot, respond appropriately to even the most

bastp verbal instructions.- In most instances, the children have to be

physically gdAded through the actrons that they are required to make and this

II t' guidance has to be very precise for the children to understan& what is ,

II expected of them. They need more.praise and othar motivational support than.

'most other students becadae the.majority of these children have'experienced

few Successes and almost everything that they have needed in their daily

lives has teen provided for them by parents and other carekakers.' They have,

Af^ not learned to do things on their own and often find such activities

Adifficult and' sometimes even painful. Finally, the. areas of learning that

T. are most appropriate for these children have:noe been cofamonly considered in

:public education. To teaph--a child to go to the toilet, to leed himself, to

yalk without support, t; begin basic communication with others, to use his

hands more effectively, and to learn that what he does can influence what

happens to him are forms of behavior that the overwhelming number of

elementary and even special education teachers expett children.to have

mastered before beginnihg school. This is the_ "bottOm line" of education and

those of us who attempt to perform our profession with these Students are tile

pioneers.
,

4 'A description in somewhat general terms about the,diverse nature of/the

'children ,who are called the severely handicapped is very much in order. here.

These children do notform a clear homogeneoud'group. Many of the children

have some form of cerebral pal§y that prevents them Erom usinglheir body in

an effective way. Some cannot move their arms or legs at all, while others )

can move their bodies in only uncoordinated and often frustrating ways.

Other children in the group are proficient in the motor domain, but for

unknown reasons have. 6t formed positive social relationships with their

parents, isOlate themselves from others, and may engage in ,long sequences of

) self-stimulating behaviors, sometimes including self-injurious responses.

Thege ire the severely emotionally diseurbed or the autistic-like children

whose basic problem is often associated with' the complete absence of

communication processes. Still other children may have problems with vision

and hearing in conjunction with a motor deficiency, so they are considered to

lie. multiply handicapped. $ome children have experienced brain damage due to

disease, physical accidents, or a poi-hdh, and ere generally unresponsive to

the events that are happening around them, while others have come to behavt

in this manner due to drugs tliat have been used to control their seizures.

With ,alk of these children, 'their level of intellectual functioning is

unknown, partlY because they, have rarely beet instructed inia systematic

1
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manner and partly due to the lack of an effective.means for assessing them.
So while they, appear to have very low levels of cognitive,or intellectual

I
abilities at first glance, one would be making an important mistake to hold
this assumption. The children will 'Bei better served if we assume that they
uhderstand mord than they -can ex.press'in the way of emotfonal reactiOns,
communication, ,.and the feeling of need for some 'types of stimulation and

. IassiStanCe.
.

.

..
.:

- .

, What we need to do' as,teachers of these children'is to provide-the most
precise form of insttuction eyer presented to any child in a school setting II
and to do so with all the warmth and enthusiasm that We can musteA. While
society in general may consider such Children as'the ujtimate tragedy of the

II

human condition, the children who experience these traumatic cOnditions of
existence did not, wish it on themselyes'and they are relatively helpless in
doing anything about it. HOwever, none of these.children is without, hope
becaue we have available to us a tremendous variety of means for assisting

Ithese children to learn through precise instruction;%to mAke it easier for
them to move and to communicate through the use'of prosthetic equipment siich
as special chairs, braces, counter-balanced arm supports, language boards,
and even electronic feedback devices; and, finally, to efigineer environments

II
that are relatively free of barriers.whish.could prevent learning or carrying
out an effective action. The inctividual edtcational plans that are described
in this m4nual are an attempt to bring the very best an& the most precise

:IIinstruction possible into service for these children. Each teacher of the
severely handicapped will be aSked to give More than the average teacher in
pextorming 'the educational mission, but these children need much more than

Ithe average if, they Are to benefit from instruction. What we Icnow-at the
beginning is that the vast ,majority 'of these children 6an benefit from
instructinn if it ts done properly. 1.

,
.1

i
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMING

An indilvidual educational plan generally cohsists of foilr major parts.
_These are a set of long-term goals which lead to a defined set of short-term
objectives, a definite instructional plan, and a means for Aonitoring a
child's progress in each area that is selected for insruction. Some of these
objectives, such as teaching the child to manipulate objects manually, to
walk unassisted, or to eat without help, are relatively obvious, while others
such as learning' to be intentional, imitative, responsive to conSequences,
conceptual, and vocally intelligible, are not. Program areas"such as these
are selected not because they are,familiar or unfamiliar, but because they
are the basic structures from'which a child learns to care for his own needs
to some extent, to 'socialize With other children aad adults, to communicate
needs to others, and to engage in activities that are personally interesting
and, hopefully in some cages, #tvAuctive for th-e-`15nciety in which we would
want any person to live. A student needs manipulative'skills, hand-eye
coordination, viiiiitative abilities, vocal responses, functional concepts, and
an intentional capability to be able to %and to want to engage in these
asocially defined aCtiVities. If we can teach the more fundamental skills,
then the child or.adolescent can learn the more general activities that are
part of regular education and 'human socialization' - but without the

5
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fundamentals, the' stude t is doomed to failure. yhat we are'attempting to
say here is that some V the objectives that are described may'not seem

important initially or eem strange in the contelct\of public education.

However, we will try in 'every case to show you why each objective is an
important consideration An the education of the more Severely handicapped.

The system used in this manual moves sequentially from screening the

child for educational ;deficiencies in each of a nUmber of major dimensions

and then eseablishing long-term goals based on assessed needs. These goals

are then, divided into a sequence of short-term objectives that involve what
we choose to call acceleration targets, deceleratjlon targets, and maintenance
targets. The acceleration taIgets are those fo s of behavior pat we want

the child td acquire as an outnme of instruction. Deceleration targets are
forms 'cif behavior emitted by the child such as self-injury, self-Wmulation,
aggression, inattention or other disruptive modes of behavior that we would
want to eliminate in the process of instruction. The maintenance targets are
those forms of behavior that have beeç taught to the child such as toileting,

self-feeding, and mobility, that bay eed continuing social attention if the

thIld is not to lose these important velopments. Having selected specific

instructiOnal 4bjectives, the ext step is to outline an explicit
instructional plan which we suggest be put in the fo,rmat of a flowchart which

contains proyisiona for presenting materials, eyaluating the,response of the
child, providing 'appropriate motivating consequences, and also anticipating

the alternatives when the child does not do What is asked of him and does

something else instead. Examples of other formats will also be described.'

Once a plan is deviset.,.. the method for evaluating and recerding progress
. .

must be selected so that objective assessments of the child's progress in
relation to a selected target of behavior may be made. It is these objective

assessments .which allow the teacher, therapist, or other programmer4)
determine the extent to which the instrUctional plan is working and to modlly

plans which are not effective in teaching targeted skills to students with

severe handicapping conditions. . :The remainder of this manual xontains

specific information on how programming is done within the problem-oriented

system being proposed here.

'

PROBLEM-ORIENTED SYSTEM

The individual educational planning system suggested here is one which

focuses on identifying those areas where a child needs Instruction,
Ar.

implementing that instruction, and evaluating the extent to which the

instructional process assists as_child to acquire skills in those targeted

instructional areas.; The system is interdisciplinary in.structureand

requires the expertise of medical, therapeutic, and educational programmers
to tackle and solve problems typically demonstrated by handicapped learners.

The most efficient implementation of the system utilizes a series of cards

(6" x 8") or regular sized sheets of paper on which the major dimensions of
programming are represented. An 6verview ok the information included in each

component. of the system and how that information fits ,into the

Interdisciplinary programming podel suggested. here is included in this

6
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(module. Detailed instructions for how to complete eactil component in the
, .series ls outlined in A Problem-fOriented_Approach to Individual Educational

Planning: Instructions for Using the Gard Format (Bricker &ACampbell, 1979). II
, --v-

. i
The importance of the problem-oriented perspective, tlowever, is not the

N
Utilization of e partieular card eystem or specific writien formats. Many

IIschool districts and agencies have developed effective written systems tor
formulating gOals, describinrintervention methodsi and measuring progress.
A number of additibnal approaches are included as references a3 the end of

IIthis module. Rather, the problem-oriented system has at its roots, the
systematic solution of student learning needs through combining forms of
methodology that produce change in the behavior of the stuaent. As such, the

II
produtt of the problem-oriented system is improvement in child petformance as
a functipn of activities engaged in by the'student in school, at home, and in

.

e the community. Therefore, the approach can be used by teachers, elerapists,
parents, and others responsible--for student instruction in combination with )

liwhateVer administrative systems are already in place for writing aneIEP,
describing instructional methods, and documenting S"tudent progress.'

<

II3

41.

.SELECTING PROGRAMMING' DIMENSIONS

Precautionary Information

One of- the efrst dimensions that we want to con ider is the Ilealth and
safetY of the child. Since all schopls requird some for of medical
.informatfon about a student, we will generally have p to date information
about -medical concerns. Parents are quite willing to check this information
and also supplement,. it in 'a number of' different recorded cOncerns or
precautions. The emergency referral information must be as-complete and
correct as humanlY possible. ,This information silould be checked at regular
intervals and information recorded carefully to avoid any possible cinfusion.
Major mediCal ptoblemg, including- tendency to seizures and all allergies
should be listed on this form along with what to do if N Problem does arise.,

, The precautionary information (see figure 1 for example) is extiemely
important to you and' to everyone else who may come into contact with the.'
child. Since the great majority of these children cardiot talk or even signal.
their concerns, we need more than the usual information from the medical-
records and from the parents. /idle that one of the first precautions
pertains to epileptic seizures which are generally divided into gran mal and
petit mal types, -The frequency could vary froth several'each day to.fewer
than one every severalmonths, but the frequency noted should be from iecent
dated records ,and then revised as parents and teachers do a more systematic
count if seizures continue to occur. The'final item pertaining to seizurds
is A management plan if the child has. one' - what stepg are taken
immediately? Is anyone notified? Does the school requite notation on an
incident ,reportl If the plan for management cAtains anyehing special, then
any person", who happens to .be allone with the .child should be informed
beforehand. Another section pertains to allergies and would include
infortation on diabetes, as well ^as allergic responses to fdods, fluids,

4r,

1
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pigur.e.#1

iamide Precautionary Information Record
1

qir--

DATE :

STUDENT'S NAME:

ADDRESS: '

PRECAUTIONARY INFORMATION

rpi D.O.B.:

PHONE:

PARENT ' S NAMES :

PERSON TO BE CONTACTED IN EMERGENCY: PHONE:
*********A**************************************************************

Current Medic.ations:

Medication Change?

Date:

Medication change?'

Date:

4izures? Type/Frequency/Duration:

Management Plan:

Allergies? Food: vis

.

Other:
********************************w***g************************************

Behavior Requiring Precautions? Type:

MTagement Plait;

Type:

Management Plan: ,

1
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materials, and eslitTally to drugs in the event of an acCident requiring
immediate medical attention. Other precautions include such,factors as a
child's tendency to bite, kfck,' or lift either another child or,ah adult. :This

,is not 'an uncommon occurrence with some 'children who are dlassifled as
severely handicapped. Other children may be self-irijurious, some tend to
drink or pat anything that will fit into their mouths, while-still others may
hold their breath when frustrated in some way'. Each of thesefactors should
be noted when true of a given child and then each should be followed by a
sufficiently explanatory classroom management plan that a reigtivcstratiger
would know what to do in the event of an incident. When complete, the
information sheet should be checked with the parents and others who may know
the child to determine 'that it is complete (accdrding to all available
information) and the management plans appropriate. This information iilleet
should be routinely checked and updated as new precaUtions come into the
picture.

Assessment Information

A siimmary s see Figure 2 for example), which containeall available
information o the assessment history'of the child, is next in the sequence.
This informa ton is considered "privileged" in the sense that only thosi4 -

professional who need to know have access Eo the inforMation. Howe+er,
parents do liave the right to see the records and you should check 4-th your,.
administrator concerning the methods used to give this information to.the
parents when it is requested. In addition, one is on safe ground if the
parents are asked for permission to show the information to a new person such
as a practicum student or a student teacher who will be working with the'
child. When severely handicapped children are brought into the school system
for the first time, the information an .their hearing and vision is Often
groply incomplete. Since these children are 'difficult qr impossible to test
using conventional procedures, most of the records are.based on qasual And
subjective observations. When 'this is found to be the chse, the-teacher
should schedule the child for a more objective evaluation as soon as
possible, _since much of the instruction given. to these children is based on
their ability to hear and see at a normal level or else major *modifications
are made in the instruct4ional procedure. -Most audiologists should know
something about tangible reinforcement operant conditioning audiometry,
tympanic membrane assessment, or some other variety that,can be Tsed with
hon-verbal severely handicapped children. In addition, the school system
should have contact with an opthalmologist who will ao a visual clieck of the...,- -

child. If the child floes have hearing or.vision problems, then the first
line of defense is to determine if any corrections through hearing aides or
eyeglasses can be made to improve,the ability of Ore child to use his senses.
The parents should be active partners in determining ,phis and in seeking e

professional help. However, as mentiOned in the manual, Motivating
Behavioral Change (Bricker & Campbell, 1982), there are techniques that scan
be used to motivate a child in both the assessment phase of sensory
evaluation, as well as in motivating the child to wear the reljuired sensory
aides. At times a teacher or parent may be asked/to assist the audiologPst
or ophthalmologist and such motivation techniques mhy be very useful.

6
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Sample Assessment InfolatiOn Reqprd
4

Figtire

DATE:

ASSiSSMENT RECORD

STUDENT'S NAME: D.O.B....

******************************-*************************ft*****************

Requeste&- Completed 'Recommendations
Medical Evaluations: \ .

. .

.

.

Eatrance Form
.,)

)1.. Orthopedics

Neurology

Other:,
******************************************4******************.************

Sensory Evaluations:

Vision Screening (Pass/Fail) .

4

Functional Vision - *

,

Medical Examination?
'

Correction? . Programming?

Hemming Screenfilg.(Pass/Fail)

Medical Examination? .

Correction? 0 Programming?
**************************************t**********************************

Mbvement Evaluations:

\ Physical Therapy'

Occupational Therapy 1

'Adaptive Physical Ed.
******************************************************

tzt

. Psychological Evaluation

Speech/Langi

Other:

7"

7' 10



Several areas of assessment are extremely valuable for the severel?
handicapped child and the child's teacher. The'great,majority of these
Children have some form of motodevelopment problem that will affect their
response to education. .Consequently, the teacher should, request an
evaluation by occupational and phyiical trherapy as soon as possible:
Hopefully, the children in your particula'r setting are given such evaluations
pn a routine basis and this should be.noted in the assessment summary. Any
previous assessment of this type should also be noted along with the general
outcome of the evaluation. Dates that such assessments were scheduled should
be noted, along with dates when they are completed: This allows the teacher
to review).the desree to which,trrect informatioft is being used to develop
and revise the indivIdual educational 'plan. If_we are using visual stimuli
in a language training activity and we still know nothing'about the child's
ability to see clearly, then we'may well be wasbing e large amount-of time.
Psychological tests dealing primarily with the domain of intelligence should
be evaluated cautious0 when used with this-group of children. Few tests are
truly responsive ,to the problems that' these children have in letting othersb
know how much they comprehend or can do given proper equipment, motivation,
and,other assistance Including sensory_aides for hearing and vision. Often a
psychologist will lack,the same Information as the teacher concerning vision,
hearing; motoric competence, or motivation of the child, all of which can
mask the level of true achievement attainable by the chil,d. Consequently,
results froio such testing should be interpretedonly in combination with
teacher constructed criter.ion referenced tests or baseline performance
measurements to establisha better perdpective about the chield's ability.

The information discussed thus far deals primarily with health and
health related aspects that can have a tremendous bearing on 'the longterm
objectives that you set for each o4f your students and on the methods that you
propose for teaching them important skills. Knowing how well the child can
see or hear is critical to the educational process and know'ing about
allergied add other' health related factdrs puts the teacher in safer
interaction- with the child and with the parents. Unugual circumstances will
undoubtedly occur and will need special notation angOpecial management. For
example, a child's physician may indicate that a caild may be prone to heart
failure under conditions of stress or the child has brittle bones or4nay
easily break a bone because of the lack of sensation below the waist. One
alternatime is not to bring the child to schOol, but to provide homebased
instruction. This tendency is be,ing rejected by many educators of the
severely handicapped f?acause they view .the isolation from peers to be
potentially more damaging than the risk of even such important matters as
cardiac .or respiratory distress. This is also true in seizure control in
that the amount of a control drug necessary to codpletely control the
seizures may seriously interfere with learning and a compromise may often be
reached with pilysicians and parents so that the possibility of a seizure ie.
tolerated in order to have the chtfd receptive to instruction. In all of
theSe more sensitive areas the primary consideration should be the longterm
benefit to the student. We feel that the more normal situation of sending a
child to school with 'peers ,is important to.both the student and to his
parents, even though this may involve some degree of risk.- You will find
that if such decisions are negotiated carefully with parents, physicians, and
administrators in the school systern, that agreements can,be reached that are

% .

'8.
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in the best interest of the students and do not put the teacher in jeopardy

11

for legal -action in the eveut of i problem that takeg place-in the sChool.

In most instances, what happens in school could just, as easily happen at home

in the negative sense, but them home cannot duplicate the equipment,

111

l excitement, and potentials for improved learning that can take place at

school. With such considerations in hand; the next step in formulating an

individual educational plan is.ta, move to the mote typical domains of school
activity. .

. .

II

- .,

,

Instructional Domains
311

a

I for. severely handicapped students.

, There are a variety of ways'in,which programming domains are established
The Anosticommon, but also the least

effective, way ja to identify instructional domains on the basis of.

f
would yieldages/stages developmen4a1 sequences. This type of an approach

curriculum domains such as gross motor, fine motor, personal-social, and

adaptive behavior which inlet be expanded iato more refined domains such as

self-care, language,. cognilive, or other .breakdowns of .major areas of

11

behavior. Identifying instructional domains on the basis of a normal

sequence of skill, development Would be referred to as a bottom-up approach
.

where the expectation is that students will acquire the same skills learned

I .

by normally developing children.
Y

More recently, a top-down approach to curriculum for severely

handicapped students has been advocated (see, for instance, Brown & others,

I 1981). InstruCtional domains that will be relevant fdr student functioning

in the adult years, are based as thd basis for identification of learning

objectives. 4 Such areaa as, community mobility, vocational *skills,

, leisure/recreation competence, and domestic living abilities, and ,other

a lt-centered domains emerge from this type of an approach. Many severely
.

11 ndicapped students have so many different handicapping problems (e.g.,

af, blind, motorically limited, etc.), tohat teachers and other programmers (
il

have difficulty resolying a top-down approach to ,curriculum for those

1..../ students. Many severely handicapped students may never ride a public bus

independently. However, all severely handicapped people need to be as mobile

II

as possible within the community. For some students, mobility might mean

. being able to independently move themselve§ around the work,environment

and/or .transfer in and out of a car independently or even tO,betable tp. .

II

. indicate to what location: they would like to be moved. The,point in the

top-down approach to curridulum is for programmers to recognize:that ultimate

skills must be taught to whatever extent possible.

I .

The most severely multihandicapped students are, of course, the.most

difficult individuals for whom to identify instructional domains that Wal

lead to independent functioning. However, a "rule" developed by.Lou BroWn at

II ,the. Uniyersity of Wisconsin is one that teachers/programmers can apply When

developing specific instructional content for even the most severely

multihandicapped student. The "rule" helps all of us to remember to program

II
the student doesn't perform the desired response, does the adult have to?"
for students in ways that are relevant by asking one simple question --1- "If

If the student can't' even indicate to what location s/he would like to be..

moved or to move to that place independently, an adult will have to move the

11



student. An adult must change, a stugent's diapers if the student is not
'toilet trained and feed when independent eating is not present. 04ever, the
adult does not have to shake the rattle if the student doesn't or babble if
the itudent does not or turn to sound'when the student doesn't demonstrate .

this response. AlI instructional. domains (and activities within those
domains) should be evaluated in terms of this simple question for every
student who is severely handicapped. . Irrelevant activities should be

' eliminated whether those activitiesjepresent instructOnal domains derived -

from either a bottom-up or top-down approach. Every teak-taught to a severely
handicap-Ka' student should lead to an-adult-relevant skill.

The Index of Qualification for Specialized Services '(Bricker & Campbell,
.1980; Campbell & Bricker, 1982) provides, an alternative'for identifying'

IIinstructioual domains, particularly for seVerely multi-handicapped students.
The Index includes domains that relate to processes necessary to program for
ultimate adult functioning and allows for the development, of highty

11individualized programming when used in conjunction with a top-down approach
to curriculuui. Domains such as tonitity, visual and audiEory,skills, allow
the programmer to -develop instructional objectives that will bypass and
strengthen responses in the student's deficient, areas. For,instance; a
student with visual impairment might simultaneously have objectives designed

..to enhance 'residual 'vision while also learning-to lbcate an object in front
of t14 student ,for ilcorboration into vocational or leisure/recreation or
domestic skills. A general model for intervention whichldepicts each ot,the

, dimensions includbd on the Index is presented in Figure I., .

-Selection -of -instructional domains , -rega-rd les-a-13f- rhe Tcratho-d--used fur-
selection, forms the firsl step in designing the indiVi;dual education plan

4-14Pr
(IEP) or the individual habilitation plan (IHP). The specific instructional
aotivities to be engaged ift by the student, both in the'classroom and through.

, *related 'services sudi as the therapies will be derived from,.4pmaina selected
as the representative ofthe most important and xelevant lealging needs.

r

. DETERMININGANtaiRAMMING OBJECTIVES

A long-term goal is one that tag 'reasonably be accOOlished during the
period. of one ,school year. As such, a long-term goal i',etermined by the
child's rate of achievement. When a child enters school bc the first time,
descriptions of longz-term goals are generally guesses; since there is no
basis for prbjecting how much the child will or can learn in a given period.
These guesses are not randOm, however,'since they can,be based on how much
the child has learned thus far and the conditiOns of insttuction.that have
been provided by the parents and others during past years., this brings'us to
an important first principle. The :parent is the best initial and continuing
source of information concerning our education effecTTS. Parents and
guardians of the more 'severely handicapped are penerally super-sensiti9e
observers of their children's behavior and 4evelopment. The5i look hopefully
for the smallest sign of progress and are 'generally willing ro talk at length
about what they feel their child understands or can do.. By using the parents
as an important source of information, we are taking a Significant first step

1 3
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Figure #3

MODEL OF INTERVENTION FOR CHILDREN WITH MOTOR'EMPAIRMENTS
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tosmrd bringing them into partnership with us, which ia a mutually beneficial
relationship, and one that' serVes the child best. A .phOne call or a

conversation plat is gUided (\i'a part by an outline of the dimensions of
II

behavior tha .?..g,N to be discussed and methods for recording the information
given by th p ts-Will often serve as the qrst sep in identifying the
initial set o Ione- erm gdals.

.
t ,

. .
.

II
. .

In some prog k for, the severely_handicapped, teacher's use eit4er a

commerci41y/ able assessmett/curriculum guide or one whr/ch has been

devised wit d the program. These guides usually contain lists of behavior
which ha been classified into domains such as self-care, gross motor,

language, and cognitive skills. When an assessment/curriculum device is used
to determine leng range goals, the goals identified are those from the ,

checklist of- behavior which tht child was unable to demonstrate during ehe
assessment process rather than those goals which can be reasonably

goals without regard to the child's previouslydevices "produce", long-term il
accomplished during a school year. In other' words, assessment/curriculum

4 known rate of acquisition: This plienomena,accounts in part for the lack of

skill acquisition frequently found on individual educailon plans developed -........

for.severely handicapPed children, as well as the carrying over of unachieve
.

objectives from quarter to quarter or from one school year into the n
.. Our point here and one that we will return to again in this module is t_

knowledge 'of the child's rate of acquisition of selected skills is critic 1
in establishing long7term goals and in developing the means that wilf be used

to assist the child to achieve those objective at the fastest rate possible.

1

Bare of Acnniceirion iq only I j I . II II I

objectives. .A second factor is the content of those objectives.

Assessment/currinulum checklists generally order the skills selected for

inclusion on that checklist according to the sequence by which normally

developing -childrendemonstrate those -skills. -For -instance-, -behavior

generally included under the category or domain of gross moEor starts with

simple skills such as Controlling head Movements and moves through sitting,

crawling, and into' more complex skills such as walking and running. The

sequence, is the one in which normally developing children emit more complex

forms of motor behavior. The implications are that atypically developing

children need to demonstrate all of those skills in the same order as

normally ideveloping children and that the critical difference between the

so-calledP normal and atypical efild is that the atypical child will show a

slower rate 9f acquisition. Such structure, again, assumes that a teacher

should ptart at the bottom of, a skill sequence and work uP (dr forward

chain).

This brings us to a different concept of programming. We would

generally discourage the selection.of programming objectives that are ends in

themselves. If we decide to teach the child to select colors that are named

or to match colors in some way, then we should haVe some concept of ho4 this
. I/

Rkill would be used in,.a more general way. Simply learning the,,names of

olors is not useful in any long-term sense--think for a moment when youneed
to know your colors as aft adult and you may qUickly recognize that most adult

acts of ,this type depend on coordinating colors rather than matching them.

We select clothes that are color coordinated, furniture that coordinates with



the, carpet,. and even foods that have 'color contrasts. Whenever we select an

educational target or objective, we, must consider how it will be used

ultimately in terms of helping the child live with reasonable success in the

normal adult community. Pointing to named objects may have a pface On some

intelligence tests, but it isn't often used in the adult community.' Names of

objects are used when they are wanted oras a place to go (go to your'chair)

orj something to buy and they can be taught better in their relevant context

th n in a contrived "touch spoon", "touch red", or "touch big" situation in a

el ssroom. \,1

Therefore, not only must the teacher and other members of the

iriterdisciplinary team select programming domains that are relevani,, but the

specific activities (or objectives) within each of .those domains must also

have relevance of their own. A student who needs to learn how to shake can

be taught, tor instance, to shake a rattle, a shaker with a milkshake inside,

al salt/pepper shaker, bells or Othef musical instruments, erug, or a whole

variety of objects. The severely handicappedstudent is_more likely to need

to know ultimatecy how to shake a rug out or to salt and.pepper foods'and

's-laking a rattie will be leis useful over the long run. Similarly, pushing a

broom might be a 'better 'skill to teach than pushing an inf4pt push toy.

Tiolding (grasping) ,spoons, bruskes, combs, toothbrushes, and'1/4eth.dr similar

objects, is more functional than holding.bella,rattles, or mirrors. The

teacher, parent, therapist, or other prograMmer who always thinks anead to

where the instructional objective is leading longterm will be more effective

(and creative!) in developing appropriate objectives for severely handicapped

students.

MOTIVATING BEHAVIOR

.0ne of the biggest problems which educators, parentand- other members

of the interdisciplinary assessment or programming team will encOunter in

serving children with sev(fie handicaps is the identification of events which

will serve to motivate the child to perform behavior of increasing

J
complexity. We feel that this problem is so significant that we have devoted

an entire module to M ivating Behavior Change (Bricker'& Campbell, 1982).

The results of multifactored evaluation on which the child is placed in an

educational setting and on (Mich initial programming targets are frequently

based is often invalidated by the child's lack: of or inconsistent motivation

during evaluation. Difficulties with motivational processes also often ---N.

accout for discrepancies in observed performances within different settings

(the child may taVk at home but not at school, or may feed himself at school

but refuse to at home) or with different individuals with whoa the child has

contact. Children ;--who have been confined to settings with' limited

instructional environments (such as some residential facilities) may

demonstrate motivational structures which are incompatible with those

required for instruction. This phenomena has received some attention in the

literature and has been referred to)#s "learned helplessness" by Seligman

(1975). An alternatisve, called "leatning to learn", was originally proposed

by Harlow (1949) and4apggests that'individuals who have been restricted f,rom

learning need to acquire a general behavioral set for skill acquisition Which

\...
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is not,specific to acquisition of a particular skill.

Identifying Motivators

A frequent prog amming obstacle is the lack of information on
motivatiodal structures a the child. A teacher or other member of the
interdisciplinary.programming team may havedAifficulty identifying activities
in whicha low functioning child "likes7 to engage, or foods which he.!!likee.

y to eat, or partiCular favorite toys. An initial step in identifying
ti)potentially motivatiftg conditions is to Soaic4\information from parents,
other tacetakers, previoils teachers or therapistei or other individuals who

. have obeen associated with the child over a period of time. A second step is
'to observe, the child directly in g variety of settings and activities (if'..

pogsible)''' to jgnerate a liat of activities in which the child engages in
non-steuctured or "free 'play" environment.

Am important aspect of thede °initial -tWo steps is that the desired
outcome is a list of all possible motivators from the standpoint of the

a'child." Judgements/ as to,the relevance of those activities or other vine-
judgements are .not appropriaEe at this step. Wet-are employing a basic rule
called is/doda which was formulated by premack (1962) and states that any
activity .inWhich. an individual- engages for extended iyeriod of time is
potentially motivating for that individual. Within thfg context, behavior
such a% puttOg objects in, die mouth, finger flicking, or even hitting
o'neself in th'e heaci is viewed as Ocentially motivating If the child engages

--------Ln-thatihe-hautoi-for extended-pextods-o-ft-ime,

A 'third
t
step in identifying Otential motivators is to selectively

.

prd§ent th

i

child with foods, objects,'or other materials,ift,g structured way
im--o rde rt o '-determine whith- ofthu b e- ulaterfalswil I be- selecied -moat
frequently by'a particular child. Several approaches can be utilized *by the
teacher ;dr other programmer to 'determine the child's preferences. The first
is to pOsent!,the child with several qbjects and to count the amount of-time
the day interacts with each object. Objects may be presented,for a,teriod
of ttmein a fixed location by making a "mobile" of objects, placing,the
child in fFont of,the Objects, and timing the interactiona. 4. variation of
this approach is to have an individual present the child with several objects
in random' pottition, remove the Objects when the child loses interests0 and

. represent thd 'same objects In a difforent position. The interactions with
-

each object wouid be counted or timea tor each presentation.

A more formalized approach of 4etermining potential motivators through
structured preaentation is to use a twoighoice paradigm so that materials are
-presented randomly and dqua-fW-i'm bbth the right ,and left sides., For-

, instance, a teacher may.feel that a child may like a particular object, but
may not 4iffitn:cleai information about the motivating aspects of that object.
The teacher 'aan present the object to the child with another object to

. observe whi6n object the child selects. '.One presentation of these two
objects, howe4r, will not produce sufficie t data to determine if the object
is a true,potn n ctial

motivator. It will be.essary for the teacher to make ,

numerous presentations to determine if the chi d is selecting on the basis of

/

1
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object* preference or for some other reason, as well as to determine if the

child will select the object over time. Position preference -- chooiing the

object because of the location or placement of the object rather than for the

object itself -- is ruled out by presenting objects ,equally on the right and

left sides. Repeated selection of th'e object Over time indteates that the

object is more likely to be something which the child strongly desires and is
determined by presenting the object for selection at least 20 ttmes.

Multtple stimulus control procedures can also be incorporated into the

,Mo-choice paradigm in, order to determine exactly which properties of the

object are controlling the behavioKof the child. For instance, the child

4 may always select a piece of plastic over any other object -- not becaUse the

. child "likes" plastic, but because the child "likes" the sound.bf the plastic

when crumpled or the feel of the plastic when the object is mgnipulated.
)I#

All potential motivators are summarized (see Figure 4) hth indications

11
of the date thellotivator was identified and a judgement of the priority of

that object, activity, or behavior. The number of potentially motivating

conditions known when a child enters school or a new classroom may 'be few,

11

but throughout the year, the teacher or other programmers should indicate new

.motivating conditions as those events are identified. The teacher will be

more sensitive to the child's motivational structures and may observe a

i?

greater number of potential motivators as the teacher comes to know the child

and his behavioral repertoiremore inffmately. However, some chilaren may be

ver}, difficult to determine potential motivators fot and generally these

children are those with severe movement difficulties or With low frequency of

the module on"1 Change Dricker &
any- behavior. Specific techniques to determine potentik- motivators are

Campbell, 1982).

Over-Use of Motivators:

Knowm motivating' conditions for a particular individual 46i-f-taquent1y

over-used in educational programming and specifically in.instances with

children for whom only a few motivators have been identified. Three general

effects occur under conditions of over-tuse of motivating events. Programmers

working with a parti ularichild may be so relieved to have knowledge of one

event for which a chii4 will work that everyone involved with that child uses

this one object.or a tivity as a motivator for training a variety of skiils.

Therefore, a student -receive particular food pay-offs all day long or m y

be allowed to play with a particular toy or engage in a particular activi

frequently throughout the day. The consequences once desired la the child

may not be a$ desired if)he receives thein too frequently.

Use of a particular motivatini condition in.relation to a particular

Ai.

programming target over time may also not serve the best interests of the

child. Behavior which is performed daxin and day-out in relation to the

same consequence conditipns may become rigidly a 'pert, of the child's

repertoire. An illustraelon of this second problem int!over-use of motivators

is the child who has been taught to walk across the room for a glass of juice

And who, after time, will only walk to obtain the juice, but will not walk to

obtain a cookie, an intiresting toy, or simply to get to the other side of

the room. Development oferigid behaviar should be avoids4 as the performance



II
of those skills under so carefully specified conditions is not ruly
'functional'.

.

.
.

, .
11A third problem witOover-use is thatof habitip-t-tan or satiation.

Skills 'which.*the child once performed in order to( obtain a specIfic
consequerrce condition may drop off and the'child may noiltnger perform those

IIskills. Sati4tion or habituation are frequent phenomena which can be
alleviated ,through prOkriding novel consequence conditions which m intain the
child's rate of behavior over time. Multiple stimulus control pro edures can
be helpful in providing the degree of novelty while still ret inieg,the

II

,

interesting features that are motivating to-the child. .
4e

*4

Functional Versus Contrived Consequences:

Consequence conditions which are effective increasers of behavior with ca
Iparticular chiall are more effecti;ie when embedded in the tiltsk which the child II,

is required to perform. Self-feeding is an easily taught task witOa child
who is motivated by food as the motivating consequence, food,)it embedded it
the skill which the child is acquiring. Contrived consequences, although

IIsometimes necessary, should be kept to a minimum and faded rapidly to prevent
behavior from becoming performed' only under contrived (rigid) conditions.
Schedules of reinforcement procedures provide a means whereby contrived

lipconsequences can be faded such that the cong.aquenee condition becomes a part
of the task itself. Once motivatots have beerridenttfied, programming

II

strategies which incorporate as functional motivating conditions as possible
can be defined. However, with lgeverely motor impaired, multihandicapped, low
res-ponotrteI or- inst-itot4osslisod--s-tudento-semeTe-contriv otIvator

.
,

may have to be initially used 'to' simplyowins ate behavior. Resultant
Programming may therefore; temporarily appear non-functionpl until the

IIprogrammer is able to substitute a more funtional consequence.
__

SELECTING SPECIFIC PROGRAMMING TARGETS

The problerwroriented approach focuses.on selecting programming targets
for severely handicapped children by identifying those skills which the child
will, need to acquire in order to function within normal envtronments. For
nétance, the ultimate go41 of a program which focuses on early intervention
may be 'to move the infant into a normal %preschool or kindergrten
environment. Utilization of the problOh-oriented approach within this
context focuses on defining those skills which the child will need in order
to function ade'quately within that norkal environment. Correspondingly', a
program for seIerely hendicapped adolescents should train those skills which
:the student will need to seek employment orto function appropriately within
a sheltered workshop. We feel that these applications of thecriterion of
ultimate function are directly related to selection of skills to be taught aa'
,programming targets, regardless of the age or degree of disability of the
child. When the end goal of programming is.determined for a particular
child, the'skills required by the child can be further defined. Most people
would agree that an adolescent must.be toilet-trained, able to eed himself,

Iand be communicative, mobile, and manipulative in some f hion if x at
PIR
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Figure #4

Sample Motivator Information Record ,

LJ

STUDENT S NAME :

Motivator:

tr# .

MCTIVATOR RECORD

toi

Date
Identified:

*W.

Ue in Programming:

Parents' Suggestions: Toys/Objects:

Foods:

Activities:

People:

Other:
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adolescent is u imately going to be able to function within even a sheltered

14
work situation. efinition of specific programming targets are then derived
by determiping beC vior that the child does not currently demonstrate.

The behavior Ich the handicapped person needs.to learn to do or needs

to learn not to do is represented as the."problem" within the context
specified in this manual. A totally no n - mbulatory child has a problem with
mobility if that child ia going to'f ction within an environment where
mobility is critical to ultimate func\ion4ng. ,Or a child mho engages in
self-stimulating behavior much of the time' may have a pioblem with
manipUlation, as well as the simple act of engaging in self-stimulating
behavior. The "problems" which each individual Child has in relattip to the
criterion of\,...ultimate function are classified into acceleratfon (needs to
acquire) and deceleration (needs to learn not to do) targets.

...

We do .not -4ecifY the use of any particular assessment or
IIassessment/cuirriculum checklist as the basis for selecting programming

targets as our emphasis has been on teaching t e'chilli those'skills which are
cri;ical to his ultimate success as oppose to those skills which are
deminstrated by normally developing children. It has been our experience II
tht- the team of individuals (teacher, parent, related services personnel) ,
involved with a particdiar child can successfully bring together their areas
of expertise (withouC elaborate tests) to identify those skills which the

IIs

student needs to demonstrate. A summary sheet (see example, Figure 5)
intludes spaces to indicate who identified the target (knowing whether it was
parent, speech specialist, occupational therapist, etc., helps evaluate the

IIlist), the date that the particular program was initiated and the date that

it was termAnated. These notations are included for two reasons. First,

there is on* so much time in a given day and only some of fhe total targets
11, that are selected for deceleration or acceleration can be managed.

Consequently, if we-Tust -choose among avallable targets, we _should_pick_those_
that have the highest priority. When a program is finally concluded, then
the date terminated should be written along with some indication of degree of
success. This allows for rapid review of all targets that are currently in
progress, as well as those that have been managed in the papt and those that
remain for the future. The second factor is that date notations can begin to '

give us a reasonable piCture of how fast this.child responds to instructionql
routines, as well as which forms of behavior are the most'difficult to
change. Such records are quite useful in long-range -planning for

individdalized instruction.

Acceleration Targets:

Acceleration targets are generally best initally'described as problems_
with particular processes rather than.as ends in themselves. Returting to a

previously defined distinction may help in understanding the difference in
tasing programming on a structural or 6unctional model... Saying that the

child needs to learn, to take one step independently is a slructural
description of behavior'which is part of a total description of walking Which
Tay originate in "takes, one step wifb both hands held" and e w th "walks
independently without fallingr. The structural model of progra ming is based

. . .



Figure #5

Sample Program Target Record

7

DATE:

PROGRAM TARGET RECORD

SfUDENT'S NAME:. TEACHER:.
***************************************************ms********************

-Who / Date Date
Instructional Need: Type? Identified?' Initiated Terminated

r
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on detailed descr'iptions of the strfs or components of a particular end skill
such as Walking.

The problem-oriented approach defines behavior on the basis of a
functiOnal model.* . Walking may be* identified as a relevant accelerAtion
target to the extent that learning to walk is the best way in which the child

I can achieve the process of mobility. In other words, the critical dipension
for he cWT1d is the need to become mobile (process), not the need to.achieve
the end' skill of walking idependently (product). Focusing on a process or
function basis to programming'allows-the interdisCiplinary team to identify
tilie most satisfactory way in which a chIld can be taught to acquire various
critical processes, regardless of the child's primary physical or medical
problems. A physically handicapped child may never walk independently

. without' falling, but may achieve mobiltity through the se of selected
orthopedic surgery, braces, Crutches, or walker, electric wheichair, prone
sboter, crawling, scooting, or a var1ty of other means which can be
generated and determined by the interdiscip inary team as the most effective
means for the child to demonstrate mobility t a given point in time.

Acceleration targets whidh are critical for the child emerge from a -

careful analysis of the criterion of ultimate function for that child, from

interdisciplinary evaluation procedures, and from discussion with the-parents
in relation to what outcomes they have identified as important. Frequent
acceleration targets for severely handicapped children include motivation,
mobtlity, manipulation, sensing, tonicity, imitation, consequatiori, social,
vocal, communicative, and a host of others which directly relate to the
criterion of ultimate function.

Deceleration Targets
_ - -

' Deceleration targets Are lists of all forms of behavior emitted by the
child which are pLoblematic to the student, his peers, to the teacher, to
equipment, -or potentially harmful to parents or other adults. These forms of
behavior are tgenerally the most frequently identified programming targets
since behavior of this type is most annoying to those individuals associated
with a' child over long periods of time.

Many of the deceleration targets would be noted in the precautionary

information, while others, such as teeth-grinding, fingers always in mouth,
vocal screams, and other disruptive fiorms of behavior may not. We suggept
that each and every potentially asocial, disruptive, or potentially dangerols
form of behavior omitted by a glven child be listed on the instructional
needs survey. As new forms of behavOr appear that are also bothersome, they
would be added to the list.

A primary consideration in deceleraion targets is that,for each one
selected for programming, the teacher or parent should have a program plan
for an acceleratidn taraee--Fhat replaces it. A child does not learn to
behave in an undesirable way without good reason. In some cases, the child
may learn forms .of self-stimulation because it is more reinforcing than doing
nothing all day. The child may learn to hit, kick, or -bite himself to have a

Aro.
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parent or 'teach r come over to talk to him. A child may kick, bite, or hit-'1"-

:

s--,. others 'as a means of communicating dislike for

1

an activity, oodi or 4,
,

he
. -. .,-

. way.' that the 'student is bding handled -- in other words, t 4i ehayipt-may
tend to avoid situatfbns or events that are aversive to the c ,ild. In these0 .
and other instances of undesirable. behavior, there is 14ttlg-iifility in
gettinerid of one form of behavior unless anther that replaces,its function
in -a more'acceptable and desirable manner is Vaught. This piiiiit is expanded

:in the manual on Motivating Behavior. Change (Bricker & Campbe1l4 1982). -

A sOcond consider4tion in planning is to inClude the parents in the

plan, .not, bnly so they are fully informed about what you intend to do, but
also to extend the plan into the home during those times,when the child, is

.,,

not in school. In too many cages, the home and school are not in
coordination, so that while both parents and teachers may have Selected the

same targets or problem areas, they are using entirely different managemenf

programs. This is an extremely inefficient approach and will do more to .

confuse rathet than help a severelY handicapped child. The parents should

also help in, the rating of the different targets so that the priorities
represent a mutually satisfactory hierarchy. In general, the firstqlriorities
should be to* eliminate forms of behavior that are hurtful to self or others,

a then forms, that are destructive of property, and, finally; thoSe that are

undesirable, such as sucking fingers, repetitive self-stimulation, screaming,
and-other irritating aspects of behavior.

Maintaining Behavior:

Many types of behavfor, once taught and learZ:Need---sorae-type- of

support if that behavior is not to be lost. Too often we have found children

who were self-feeding 'solid foods only to be found a year later being fed

strained foods._ Children who once walked without supports are found in
wheelchairs for no good reason except that the walkingbehavior-was -not
maintained across classrooms. This sometimes occurs because the effort

necessary to maintain a given form of behavior'may be largely relative to the
pay-off, so teachers and parents let the child return to a.more primitive

form of behavior for their own convenience.

Another problem encountered in maintaining a learned behavior over time

is that of retention or memory of the processes inVS1ved. Behavior which is

not practiced may be lost through deficits in short-term memory. Low

functioning children can frequently be taught an isolated skill through
ctçi programming and structuring of the task, but if that learned skill is

ncorporated into another skill of greater complexity, the child will not

be able to perform the skill months later in the absence of practice. Two

examples may help to illustrate this point. The first involves a young lady
who was taught to indicate "yes" and "no" accurately in response to questions
presented in a structured crmunication training session. The environment in

which this young lady spent much of her time was not oneltn whiCh questions
requiring "yes" and "no" answers were preSented to her. Several months after

discontinuation of the communication training sessions, she was no longer

able to accurately answer questions with a "yes" and "no" response. Similar

examples might be generated to account for why some children tend tp lose
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skills when they are absent from: the education environment for several
months, such as over summer vadation: The child who was expecte'd to walk to
the hathroom in school and who subsequently practiced walking several times a
day may not refain the recluired motor patterns if he is pot required to walk
frequent times per day et home':'

The obvious s utio to maintaining behavior is to incorporate Elle
practice of that skill into some other programmi5g target identified as
priority for the child.such that more primitive forms of behavior become part
of a chNin leaaing to more complex forms of behaVior. An alternative is to
require pracelce of thai skill on some pre:determined schedule in the event
that the learned skill does not fit into a more complex form of beh ior.
This alternative of artificial practice is not ideal, but may be reViired
within certain forms f skill acquisiton. For instance, a child s not
likely to fully dressfand undress himself daily in an educational Situ tiori,
alth h he certain should perform these skills at home or o his
esiden al living unit on a daily basis. A teacher who wants to insur t

t se learIte skills continue to be,a part of the child's behavior repe oire
may choose to check the child's skill on a.once-a-week basis, either by
havin him., dress and undress (artificial) or by insuring that he dresses and
undres s on a once weekly basis in relation to a relevant activity such as
participating int541mming or gym (natural). Natur41 incopdrations of earned
skills into otlpr activities leads to behavior which becomes strengthened
over time., The teacher 'who approaches educational programming with the
criterion of ultimate function in mind and wtth emphasis on func4lon will be
easily able to generate programs for children which includvractiZe.

*PROGRAMMING LeARNING ACTIVITIES

Now we are ready for, the purpose of all this planrdng, 1;440 is_to

organize the materials and procedures of,instruction so that bottrito.tt and

long-term objectives- be reached systematically. We can only introduces

the topic here since the substance is found only in the act of programming

specfic targets. Programming targets for the severely handicapped student

are viewed as "problems" because thOse targets usually include forms of

behavior that most children have learned at home under very casual modes_qf

instruction. That a particular child, did not learn to eat solid foods, &rink

from a cup, sit without support, manipulate objects with hand's, walk, seek

toys that are out of sight, and perform the many acts that are typical of
normal children indicates the existence of a problem that can only be solved

(if indeed it can) through verk specialized instructfon that is based on a
careful analysis of the problem and some good hunches about why the child did
not learn the acts earlier.r..The specific target cont,inues'as'a "problem"

until the child reaches a reasenable performance level in the specified area.
When repreSented as a "problem", the implication_is that there is a solution,

even though _many alternatives may have to be tried before an adequate

solution is found. Dr. Ogden Lindsley of the University of Kansas has done a
great deal of work with the mote severely handicappeciAd has concluded that

one of our best professional skills is to apply "Grandmother's Law" which

states: "If at first you don't succeed, try, try again."
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Defining Tarpts: .
A general consideration is that all educational and therapeutic programs

are based on some system of measurement that is used in both the.analysip of
the problem ,and in the determination of the,extentto which the proposed
program is achieving 'the desired resulta. Often, we start with subjective
Telinitions of instructional targets. For example, if the child has a
tendency .to hit adults, thell we would have identified a deceleration problem
with the specific target of elimination of the hiteing response. ,Subjective
information would include the people who tend to be hit and situations in
which hitting is a frequent form of behavidr. :%John tries to hit me (fiis

teacher) -every time I attempt to move him away from something that he enjoys
doing arid into something that I want him to do. He will continu to try and

hit me as long as I continue to try to get him to d what I as " Since a

teacher would.have to be a bit foolish to let the chil continuelito fiit her,

we could imagine that she is looking at "attempts", a well as"successes"
(from the student's point of vit'w)!

The next step after describing the target subjectively is to,determine

41

he measurement system that will be utilize&to collect objective 'ior baseline

ta. Methods for measuring behavior are described later in this:module. At

his point, the programmer also selects or makes up sheets on which the

collected data will be rqcorded and designs the graph which will be"used to

visually represent data. The teacher might select three 10-m1nute periods

when the student is supposed to be doing something that is cakled for in his
educational plan anecqunt numbers of hits or attempted hits. S/he does this

for three days and then reports a baseline or objective measuremenethat
"John either attempts or actually hits his teacher four times a minute during
'periods when John was supposed to be on task with an acceleratiOn target."

The teacher now has an objective, assessment of the,extent to which John

actually hit or attempted to hit the teacher. We now also know 'what to

expect from -John and we have a measured,..mbasis for determining if our

subsequent attempt, to decelerate this form of behavior is working.! The
programming problem is now clearly defined.

At this point, several different intervention plans can be generated and

proposed and indicated under'alternative intervention methods. In this way,

if the first plan fails to work, the teachex can shift immediately to a

second and even a third prearranged plan. In addition, by considering
several different plans, we might think of one later that appears to have
more merit than the first plan c,onsidered. With John, we might decide to use

a form of mild aversive consequence couged with praise and a well-liked
consequence,,if John engages in the selected acceleration targets without'

attempting 'to hit.

The example which has just been presented has involved implementing

programming for a deceleration target) The same procedures 22.- subjective

definition, pbjective/basebine measurement, and alternate plans -- are
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utilized for all programming targets, whether those .targets involve
instructing a child not to engage in inappropriate behavior or teaching a
child to acquire new skills. A problem with self-feeding would be defined as
an 'acceleration "target and, more precisely, by describing the target as
self-feeding with aespoon. The-subjective assessment might read as: "During
two lunches and two dinners, Jane was,given her favorite dessert in a bowl
and, with a spoon placed in the bowl. On all four occasions,she immediately
used her fingers to move' the'food to her mouth and did,not use the spoon
once, even though encouraged to do so." The objective account coutd then be
based on a more restricted assessment in which Jane is giVen a single
spoonful of dessert on a dish for ten .presentations or opportunities.
Counting each use of the spoon to the mouth and then teturning the spoon to
the dish (leaving the food in her mouth) as a single correct response, the
number, of successes in relation to total number of opportunities can be
objectively measured.. An objective report might read: "During four meals,
'Jane was given 40 opportunities to use her spoon for her dessert. She
succeeded twice in the second period but did not use her spoon in any other
period. Overall her percentage correct was 10%." From this account, we have
the baseline information against which we can .assess her piogress as a
function of instruction and we know that she can perform the response under
,highly structured and highly reinforcing conditions. The teacher can begin
to formulate a plan for self-feeding that moves sequentially from desserts to
all foods.

Specific Intervention Plans:

Terminology that is overly objective or behavioristic frequently makes
teachers, therapists, parents, and other programmers of severely handicapped
children uncomfortable. When we hear terms such as reward, reinforcement,
stimulus, consequence, baseline, Iantecedent, and other such words, we feel
uncomfortable because of the association of those terms with&experimental
psychology and with relatively rigid versions of behavioral psychology. Some

4 of us feel that giving a child a reward for doing woek in school or therapy
is a form of bribery, is .not a professional act on the part of the
programmer, and is not in the long-term best interests of the child. Most'of
us honestly enjoy watching a child learn something simply for the sake of
using the information later and not needing someone to provide a treat or to
say, "You are a good child for learning that." However, during,the years we
haven't found very many people who were successful with the more severely
handicapped using humanistic approaches and when we did, we often found them
using different terms to cover their mode of interaction with the chtld.

The specifics of educatibnal or therapeutic instruction include
descriptions of antecedent and consequence, evaluation criteria, and desired
responses from the student (Figure 6). These specifics of programming
require the mint precise attention if severely handicapped children are to be
expected to learn from programming.

Antecedent conditions include the setting of instruction, the
'materials to be used, and mode and content of the instructions
4that are to be given to the student, as well as such factors as
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Figure #6

Sample Format for Written Instructional/Therapeutic Program

V

INSTRUCTIONAL/THERAPEUTIC PROGRAM PROEDURES

STUDENT'S NAME: DATE STARTED?

N RESPONSIBLE FOR PROGRAM DATE ENDED?
************************************************************************

lUoblem Definition: fols"

Subjective Assessment of Occurrance:

Desired Outcomd from Programming:

Data Collection Procedures:
*************************************************************************

Specific Instructional Procedures

Antecedent Conditions:

Desired Response from Student:

Consequence Conditions:

Drop Back Strategies (if student does not perform as desired):

Evaluation Criteria:

Next Step After Attainment:
*************************************************************************

Instructional Decision Making

Possible Antecedent Changes:

Possible Consequence Changes:

Other Potential Intervention Approaches:
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the time of dayand the Motivational state of the child. The
term antecedent is easy to remember since it refers to all
events (natural or contrived) which precede a:response on the
part of- the child. When used in an instructional sense,
antecedent refers to conditions which/will be contrived bY the
teacher, therapist, or parent, to assist the child to

demonstrate a desired form of behavior.
4-,

Consequence condibdons include various forms of feedback which
follow a particular response made by the child. If the
consequence increases the desired response from the child,that
consequence is a positive reinforcer. If the consequence
decreases the response of the child immediately or fairlY
rapidly, it is a punishing consequence. If the response is
decreased slowly, the consequnce is time-out from reinforcement
or extinction. Negative reinforcement accelerates behavior
through removal of an aversive stimulus following appropriate
response. The point in all of this clarification is to
demonstrate that potential positive or negative reinforcement,
as well as punishment and time out from reinforcement can act as
consequence if those conditions have-the desired effect on the
behavior _cd the child. In other words, giving a child a piece
of candy for performing a predetermined behavior is not a

positive consequence unless giving the child the candy increases
the response level of the child in the desired manner.

Evaluation Criteria: The 'specific intervention for each

targeted area that will be part of the child's programming at a
given point in.time should be described on the IEP, lesson plan,
or therapy treatment plan. Antecedent conditions which are
essential to the child's demonstration of the desired response
are listed, as are the consequences which will follow when the
child performs that desired response. The extent to which the
child must perform the desired behavior before the programmer
considers the target sufficiently demonstrated to be considered
for programming maintenance is inclteded under evaluation
criteria. This distinction is a critical component of the
problem-oriented approach, for at no time are we suggesting that
the child has achieved the skill sufficiently for that skill to

be dropped canpletely from his program plan. Rather, we.are
advocating the development of a plan for maintaining that
behavior over time either through incorporation of simpler forms

of behavior in more complex acts or through artificial probes.

Next Skill: The last component of the specific intervention

plan is- an indication of what behavior will be taught next or
after the )child has achieved the specific objective. This
compoftent is included to insure that the programmer has thought
ahead ind defined the direction in which programming is leading
the child. The next step after attaining a specific objective
of standing with support might be walking with aids (or support
of some form), or might include standing without support for

3 0
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short periods of time, or might include both unsupported

standing and walking with aids. A child who had achieved taking
the spoon to the mouth with dessert might have'as a next step

taking the spoon to the mouth with other foods or learning to
scoop desserts or perhaps both. Definition of the next step

after attainment of the targeted problem insures that the

content of programming targets is functional and approprtite and

that the programming provided is maximal in assisting the child

to acquire those functional acts 'necessary to survive in

society.

So far, we have considered only the\basic intervention plan which will

be used with a child and have described -conditions in sliCh a way that the

assumpton that the child will perform,' as desired ,as a function of a

well-designed program is made. In actuality, we have known many students

with moderate to profound handicapping conditions who did not respond as

desired, even when the programmer had carefully outlined the desired

response, the antecedent, and consequence conditions. Therefore, we have

tended to rely on formats that focus on strategies to be used when the

desired response is not demonstrated. Flow-charts are easy-to-use

representation of instructional/therapeutic strategies.

Flowcharting Instructions:

A flowchart can be a very useful tool to use to anticipate some' of the
-

aspects of instruction that do not turn out as eiPt.ted and can, withoNt

preplanning, leave the teacher, therapist, aide, parent, or other programmer

with no alternative approaches to drop back to if needed. In most lesson

plans and IEPs, the assumption is made that the child will respond in the

required manner and that all the teacher has to then do is provide the

arranged consequences. We all wish that the normal teadhing situation were
so simple and that all children, regardless of the severity of their

handicaps, would do what it is that we ask of them. However, even the newest

teacher knows that this is rarely the case and even if it were, we would

suspect that we might not be teaching the child anything that the child did

not already know. We recommend the use of the flowchaft to assist in solving

one (or more) of the many "problems" encountered in providing relevant

programming for severely handicapped individuals.

Communication: Teachers of multi-handicapped children frequently are

expected to follow through on or carry out within the classroom specific

programs established by the physical, occupational, or speech therapist, or

by other specialists. The specialist may establish the objectives for the
child and determine activities or methods which can be used by the teacher to

assist the student to achieve the specialist-determined objectives.

Sometimes the specialist provides the information to the teacher verbally so

that the teacher*can include these objectives in the child's individual plan

or the specialist ,may develop a written plan for the teacher to follow. A

similar situation exists when residential personnel are expected to follow

programs written by specialists or when parents are given activities to use

at home in instructing their handicapped children. Several problems may
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occur in situations of this type. The first is that the child may not
perform in the way that he did for,: the specialist when the specialist
determined the P4pgram. For instance, the specialist may have suggested that
the teacher place the child prone over a wedge in order to train head
control. Perhaps the child is stiffer when the teacher places him on the
wedge, and is subsequently unable to raise his head. The teacher (or aide or
parent) may be carrying out the program correctly, but the expected outcome
may not occur due to differences in the chid. An essentially ineffective
training prograri*-6ay be provided to the child for the several days or weeks
that elapses until the specialist re-evaluates the program. A related
problem occurs when the programmer carrieg out an activity with a child long
after the child has essentially achieved the objective or the activity has
ceased to be maxinially effective due to change in the behavior of the child.

A second problem is one which we refer to as "knowing the whole
picture." The thesapist who establishes a particular objective for a child
knows not only the expected outcome in terms of increasing/decreasing a
child's ,performance, but also the sensitive adjustments which might be
required in order tq/ insure that the training program con inues to be
effective. This information often is not communicated to the pro rammer who
is' left to follow directions without knowing either to what extent the thild4
is changing or when small program adjustments should be made. A physical
therapist may have as an objective for a child the decreasing of that child's
hypertonicity (normalizing postural tone) and may suggest that the child be
rolled slowly from side to side in order to facilitate rotation in the body
axis and' decrease extensor tone. The programmer may not recognize these
aspects of the objective (or may not be told the purpose of the activity) and
may judge the program a failure when the child does not learn to roll
independently where, in fact, rolling independently was not the therapist's
expected outcome.

Our experiences, both with using flowcharts ourselves and in w rking
with teachers and other specialists who are using flowcha'rts, have ind cated
that this visual representation of the instructional process is easier to
tollow than either vertal or writtgn step-by-step directions. CommUnication
among members of the interdisciplinary team, including parents and
residential care staff, fs enhanced and more cohesive programming for the
handicapped individual results.

Consistency: A problem which is seldom addressed in discussions of
programming for severely and profoundly handicapped individuals is that of
consistency in instruction. In essence, we are discussing a concept of
reliability as applied to the instructional process. To what extent does an
individual (teacher, parent, or therapist) provide instructional cues to the
child in the same waY each time the child is instructed in a particular
program area? To what extent do two different individuals carry,out a
written program with a child in the samevay? The problem of reliable
programming is critical when instructing individuals with severe handicaps,
since these students will acquire skills at a slower rate or may not acquire
skills at all if the instruction provided is not carried out in a systematic
and consistent manner.

28
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We have observed numerous examples of lack of reliable programming and
most of us can think of irlptances where we were inconsistent ourselves. The

teacher was rushed in carirying out the child's program so the child was not

positioned in the recommended piece of equipment. An object permanence task
was not carried out for a week with a particular child because the substitute
teacher did not have' time. A child is correct on eight out of ten

opportunities to put the spoon in his mouth on one day, but only correct on
two out of ten opportunities on anoiher day because the programmer on the
first day gave the child significant physical guidance and the_progrommer on

the second day expected more independent performance. One programmer gives

the child reinforcement for correct performance every time the child is

correct, where another programmer reinforces inconsistently or less

enthusiastically than anpther. The therapist recommends a program where the
child bears weight equally on both legs and the.classroom. aide who carries
out the program on a daily basis judges that the child is bearingtweight

equally, when in fact the child is standing with weight totally on the right
leg. We could cite many types of examples (and you probably can think of

-even more) where programming was not provided to the child,in accord with a

written plan in a conKatent fashion. But we are noe discussing socalled
"sabotage" in considering the problem of reliability. Rather, we are'

addressing a problem that occurs in programming, even under conditions where

every staff person feels, attempts, and believes' that- prograpming is

consistent.

Flowcharting the instructional process provides one mechanism for

insuring consistent programming. However, even with flowcharts, instruction
can become unreliable. Analysis of the data being collected with a,

particular child on a particular instructional target will objectively

reflect inconsistency in programming. We have found a procets of staff

qualification in relation to a particular target to be helpful in insuring .

reliability when flowcharts of the instructional process are not sufficient.
Ways in which data can be objectively analyzed -to identify inconsistency and

methods for providing additional.staff qualification are discussed later in

this

Programming Failure: The typical written instructional objective states

the antecedents, expected,tesponse, criteria for successful performance and
avmetimes the consequence events. The objective is a.atatement of expected

outcome of instructional programming+ rather than a representation of the r°

instructional process or methodology that will be used to produce fhe

expected outcome. A flowchart f a specified iriatructional target is a

representation of the process of i truction -- the specific procedures which

will be used to teach a particular child an identified skill. Many programs

designed for handicapped children fail to produce desired behavior outcomes

because instruction is not provided in a systematic or sensitive enough

manner. Representing '<Ile process of instruction in a flowchart format

provides a diagram of the processes selected for use with the student and

outlines the precise adjustments which must be made by programmers providing

the instruction.

Reasons for why a particular program was not...effective with a particular

child (d1d not lead to the desired outcome) are easy to identify
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afterthefact and are remediable with.some thought and analysis on the part
of the teacher or other programmers. An individual who provides the same
instruction for a handicapped child day after day may become somewhat
"habituated" ,to both the instruction -provided and the child's responses.
"BAbituation" often results in lack of preci8io/1 and/or decreaseasensitivity
to the child's responses.' Making a flowchartlhelps the programmer identify
why the child is not making progress and generate other methods or program
adjustments which need to be imglemented in order to insure progress on the
part of the student. A physical therapist who has recommended that a child
be placed prone on a wedge to encourage head control can also communicate to
the programmer that if the .child does not raise his head when correctly

, positioned, that the programmer should then place a roll under his arms,
dangle a toy above the child's head, conduct an entirely separate program for
tone normal4ation before placing the child on the wedge, or whatever other
methods the ,itherapist would use, both systematically and as a sensitive
responder to the state (and performance) of the child at a.given point in
time. Such a representation prevents the teacher fpom carefully carrying mit
anVineffective program and insures that the child's programming ime is not
wasted with inefficient and inappropriate methodology.

Communication, consistency, and programming failure 'are three large
areas of potential programming problems where flowcharting the instructional
process can be helpful in progressoriented programming. Flowcharts describe
a process to be used with a child in precise enough ways to insure that
communication is maintained among members of the interdisciplinary team,
programming is provided consistently, regardless of the nupber of programmers
involved with the child, and that analyses of the process of instruction can

be made in relation to desired outcome of skill acceleration or deceleration.

t
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II

A flowchart consists of several cycles of instructional activity. Each

Flowchart Formats:

The general flowchart in Figure 7 ia an illu tration of one format for

i ramming the instructional process. However, a point to remember is that

a lowchart is developed by a programmer for use by the teacher, parent,

t1erapist, or othek individuals in order to have a predictable sequence of

instructional steps: For this reason, the contents and format of the

flowchart can be changed in any manner that wouloNmake it more convnient to

the progiammer. There is not a fixed way of writing a flowchart.

Con4equently, do what you wish with the format, but we do recommend stronglyi

that sOme form of this specified sequence structure be used to describe the
implementation plan and that particular emphasis be ylaced on outlining the

programming adjustments which will be required when the child does not

respond as expected.

cycle must include ddscriptions of the antecedents (those activities that the

programmer ,will engage in 'to instruct the child to respond), the expected

response from the child, the consequences that will occur when the child

responds, and the conditions under which the program will be continued or

discontinued. The critical components of the flowchart are the secondary and

tertiary cycles of instruction which specify what will be done under

conditions When the chilli does not respond as expected. Ari idea of "what if

the child doesn't . . . then what?" is helpful in diagraming the

instructional process. In essence, the pijogrammer describes the expected

response from the child and then asks the que tion of "if the child does not

respond as expected, then what. will I do?" he "answer" to the question is

defined in terms of antecedent arrangement and consequence events which

comprise the secondary or tertiary cycles of th flowchart.

Flowcharting seems very burdensome and complex when programmer

initially begins to use the process for diagraming instructional programming.

However, with practice, most programmers become able to quickly and easily

define instruction througlr this system. We have included not only a general

flowchart for an accelerItion (Figure 7) and deceleration (Figure 8) target,

but also additional examples of flowcharted instructional targets which are

more specific (Figures 9, 10, and 11). These flowcharts are included as

examples of methodology which was helpful in teaching specific children to

perform desired instructional targets. These specific flowcharts are

individualized for the children for whom those programs were designed. That

is not to say that these same programs would not be effective for other

children, but rather to emphasize that most flowcharts must be specifically ...4t

fndividualized for tllgehild or group of children who will participate in the
instructional activay in order to be most dffective.

Other Formats:

Many teachers and school districts have adopted instructional forms

which represent the process of instruction (and are not just a statement of

goals of objectives). These other formats can be used in place of a
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Figure # 7

GENERAL FLOW-CRART FORMAT

ACCELERATION TARGET

Primary Cycle

Present materials and directions
as a first step.

Child makes the required response
as defined in the plan.

yes
4, a

Give arranged consequences

Hasthe childperfonnedthe required
number of.correct responses?

Go to next daily program

no

1

Go to Secondary Cycle

Recycle towAl

IChild makes the required
l/iesponse as defined in

C
the plan

See Primary Cycle

Secondary (No).Cycle

no

A2

A3

Is thisthe first presentation?-
,

n:
Providefirstback-up assistance

Child makes the required response?

ns;'

Provide secOnd-level back up
assistance

Child makes required response?

no
4,

Evaluate the Program!!

6

--)yes Recycle to Al

->yes -4 Recycle to A2
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A2

Start Time

Fipre #8

PERSONAL RESTRAINT

DECELERATION FLOWCHART

Child disrupts instruction
by hitting, throwing, biting,
screaming Or other response

.
yes

Say "No!"'once with emphasis

Hold cblld in neutralposition
(hands on lap, feet together
and on floor, head erectewith
eyes looking toward front)
until struggling stops

Does child continue tits truggle ?

1.
yes

Continue to hold chid in
neutral position and stay at
Step 2 until disruption stops

no

A

no

Continue with acceleration
program

7

Count slowly to ten -- :tint
at zero

Is ten count reached without
dieruption?

yes

Resume acceleration program

Stop count and
return to A2

4$-

Stop Time
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Name.:

Positioning:

Antecedent Conditions:

Clothing Used:

) I. Antecedent condftions Met?

Yes

4,
2. Trainer verbally instructs

child L0 take off/pul on
article of clothing.

Level:

le
1. Does child temove/put on

clothing?

Yes

Repeat cycle for each
article of clothing.

named above

fe<HS.'Have all plccol of clothing
been put en/1 movedI

Yes

1.
Termivate Program

GIOTHES ON/OFF., TRAINING PROCEDURE

Figure I-)

Trainer tiles pointing cue,

guides child's ha d to
garment and verbul
Instructs child to take
put on garment.

Does child remove/put on
clothing? V

Yes

No >

Recycle to verbal dIrection(12)
for next different article
of clothing.

LEVELS

A. Child.independently removes/puts on garment thot iv
a larger size.

B. Child independently removes/puts on piece of adapted '

clothing.
g. Child independently removes/puts en garment by pulling

an attached ring.
D. Child removes/puts on larger size garment pat hes bee&

partially removed.
E. Child removes/puts on ,adapted clothing that ivia been

partially removed.
F. Child pulls an attiched ring to remove/put dn garment that

hos been partially removed.
C. Child removecdputs on inflatable r4pg over specified

body part%
H. Child removes/puts on inflatable ring that. hos been

partially removed.

Trainer repeatn verhal lustru.-
Lions And physically guides child
through 1/2 of take off/put on
procedure

Does child complete the instruction und physically

procedure? guides child throuph entire
ticke off/put on procedure.

Recycle to verbal direAlon (d2)
Recycle to verbal direction for next different article of
(f?) for next different clothing.
article of clothing.

Yes

No

Trainer repeats verbal

:3 9
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Enter'

4,

TraIner presents designacedobject
to child, trainer iTIOracts with
child and object (functional use
of 11Dect) for 30 seconds

Trainer
picture
saying:
again.

removesobject and presents
of Object and blank card
"Lets plaTwith the
Look at the picture".

Child is allowed 15second latency
to look at the picture. Doea the
chin look at the designated
picture? 3 'seconds

Trainer brings object into view
and removes pictures. Trainer
interacts with child and object
for 15 seconds A

Recycle to 10 trials
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Figure #10

EYE POINT TRAINING PROCEDUNE

Child's Name:

OM.

Date Initiated:

Required Response: An eye point is considered
to occur if the child's eyes make visual contact
(fixation) with the grid seption in wilich the
named stimuli is presented for 3 seconds; within
15 seconds of verbal antecedent. .4.

.Trainer cues child by poihting to'
picture or moving hand near picture'

saying "Here.it is"

4,

0
cue?'

Does child look at the designatea
picture with movement

<4/
yes

"Trainev brings object intoyiew
(low key) saying "Yes, here',s the

."- 5 seconds

Trainer remqves objectanlpictures

Trainer again presents designated
picture and blank card saying:
otet's play with the again.

Look atAthe picture".

\]

-Does child look at the picture
within 15 seconds?

1
Trainer brings.toy intoview;plays
with child and toy - 15 seconds

Recycle to AL

Physically gUide Child to look
at picture. When child looks
at picture say "Good, that's
the picture".

Recycle to 10 trials.

no
Trainer removeapictures
recycle to l0 tfials
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Figure 011

Baseline Procedures for Randbm Position
Read Turn Contingency with Ligh Antecedent and

Music Reinforcer (Consacuence)

, ?reparation and facilitation - normalize tone as needed

4V.
Child positioned suoine on wedger bead/neck flexion; shoulders in neutral; head in mid-

1
line; legs around trainer; arms slightly externally rotated and fleXed to fit under
trainer's legs; pillow speakers mounted on carpet on both sides of head

Lightstimulus presented atdesignated side for 5 sec.

1.

Does child turn his/her head
within 5 seconds?

yes

if

to the designated side
--)no

Child moves head to
side

p.

1

does not move

_1

Trainerprompts headto desig- I Trainer prompts head to
nated side; records (-P) 1 designated side: records

I -NRP
il

for 10 seconds
1

Light turned off; music presented

Does child maintain head' Trainer prompts child
to designatedside duringi-----)no> to maintain head at
10 seconds of music? designated side

Ni

yes

I.

1

1

Music stopped; child allowed 5 second latency to return
I,head to midline

Does child return head to midline? --->no --,iTrainer facilitates head into midline
! position

-

1

yes

[Trainer facilitates to reposition head in midline,
normalized tone, without neck hyperextension for 3 seconds

no41 Is this trial 20?
4

los yes

.,,,,Zerninate Training

1
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flow-chart. Figure 6 (in this module) presents one example that is often

effective without completing a flowchart. Figure 12 shows a format that,was

used and recommended by the Pennsylvania Training Model (Somerton & Turner,

1975). However, .there are many other appropriate formats in which

instructional objectives can be represented. The key factor to remember

about the flowchartiong and about representing instructional objectives in

general is that strategies thit will enable the student to perform if the

originally selected strategies are ineffective should be pre-planned and

determined prior to fnstruction. Objectives such as the following don't

provide this type of information: "Given positioning in the ladaptive chair

and two pictures (one of a cow and one of milk), Bobby 1411l1 select the

picture of milk 90% of the time for three consecutive days." The

teacher/programmer is left "defenseless" if the student does not select the

picture of milk under the established conditions.

TEST-TEACH SYSTEM

In most programs for handicapped students, the teacher or members of the

instructional team typically form learning goals and objectives on the basis

of formalized assessment (Bricker & Campbell, 1980). However, these goals,

and objectives can only be accurate to the extent that the initial testing

and the procedures themselves are accurate measurements of the student's

strengths and weaknesses in relation to relevant long-term instructional

needs.. Few instruments currently exist which measure a student's performance

in terms of long .term outcomes. Rather, most instruments measure student

performance against a standard of "normal" (Campbell, in press) which may be

inappropriate for the student who does not hear, or see, or even move well.

In addition, instructional sequences implied or diredtly stated in the

instrumnt may be inappropriate or inef ient sequences to use with severely

handicapped students.

An alternative to planni g programming dh the basis of standardized or

criterion-refeienced tests is to use a system .such as the Index of

Qualification for Specialized Services (Campbell & Bricker, 1982) which

scree% student's to determine areas of needed intervention. The teacher or

therapist can then use a test-teach approach (Bricker, 1976) to identify the

most effective instructional methodology to use in teaching a student a

selected goal. The test-teach system isibased on collecting systematic data

regarding a student's.performance under afvariety of conditions such that the

programmer determines not whether or not the student can perform,a desired

skill (as, in present/absent measurements) but rather the extent to 4ich the

student can be taught to perform by manipulation of antecedent and

consequence events. Thus, a measurement (or judgement) of rate of learning
and statements of conditions under which learning occurs are more significant

than whether or not the student performed the skill under conditions

specified by an assessment instrument/procedures.

Many different forms of the same behavior function can be selected to be

taught to severely handicaj,ed students. For instance, a teacher may judge

that motor imitation is an mportant skill for a student to acquire lor the

purpose of being able to perjfonn on the basis of demonstration alone (e.g"
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to learn to sign using the hands/arm6 without having to be physically guided
to replicate the sign system). However, the teacher may not know whethegr to
begin instruction with motor imitation items that also involve an object
(such as in imitation of beating a drum), are visible to the student (e.g.,
clap hands), or are invisib4M to the student (e.g., blink of eyes). Using a

test-teach system, the *teacher could construct a series of items using a
top-down approach where attempts were made to first teach invisible
imitations (theoretically the most difficult), then back dipwn to visible and
object-centered imitations, if the student did not demonstrate invisible
imitations. Similarly, many instructional prngrams involve the use of
pictures or objects. A test-teach system might first try teaching pointing
to or looking at named items represented as black and white drawings.
(receptive language) and back down to colored pictures, photographs, or the
object themselves.

The purpose of using a test-teach system is to provide efficient
instruction and to prevent instructional programs which teach students skills
that are already known.. Wben a bottom-up approach to insVuction is used (as
is represented on most assessments that follow normal child developmental
sequences), students may spend tims in irrelevant instruction and/or learning
activities that may not be necessary later. If, for instance, non-verbal

forms of communication are the deSired outcome and that communication will
require pictorial representations of some sort, the student may not need to

. first learn to point et objects before learning to point to pictures,

Similarly, if walking with braces and crutches is the long-term mobility
goal, the student may not need to be able to demonstrate efficient crawling
before learning to walk. Using a test-teach system helps the teacher (and

other programmers) to identify the most relevant forms of desired behavior as
well as'the'competence level of the student.

STRONG INFERENCE TESTING

Strong inference testing simply involves the formulation of a hypothesis
(or assumption) about why an instructional program may not be working and/or

about what procedures may be most effective to use to instruct a student to

4perform a desired skill. The general tendency of many people who program for
severely handicapped students is to find something, anything, that will

work!! We often find that we have changed so many aspects of a particular

instructional task at the same time that if the student does acquire a new
behavior, we have no idea of what instruction "caused" the student to learn
the new skill. Strong inference testing (Bricker, 1976; Campbell, 1981)
provides a systematic alternative. Strong inference testing also provides a
mechanism for attempting to isolate reasons why a student might not be
acquiring a particular skill when programming efforts are not successful.

Most teachers and programmers perform strong inference testing as part

of their ongoing interaction with students. However, the conclusions reached
are often substantiated by opinion or subjective data rather than isolated
through -bjective data. Implementing strong inference requires that

teachers,/ parents, and other programmers involved with a particular student
follow these simple "steps":
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1. List all possible reasons why a prograt procedurd may not
be effective. Such reasons can range from clinical
judgements such as medication changes to subjeAive
opinions about behavior or motivation (such as boredom,
lack of cooperation,_ etc.).

2, Identify approaches where each of-the possible reasons
(hypotheses) can be proven incorrect. This step would be
comparable to testing the null hypothesis in more formal
research designs. The emphasis must be on proving the
reason incorrect rather than on proving the assumption
correct. Most of us are quite good at accumulating data
that proves our position correct (while often
simultaneously ignoring relevant data that might
invalidate our position!).

3. Evaluate objective data collected relative to all
possible assumptions (hypotheses) to isolate those

\ factors (variables) that are having the greatest impact
on the instructional process.

4. Revise programming procedures to allow for those critical
factors.

In essence, strong inference is very similar to the system used In
medicine for diagnosis that is labeled as differential diagnosis. llie

physician who is using differential diagnosis procedures makes sever 1
"guesses" about what disease or disorder may be affecting the patient. S/he
then orders the necessary laboratory and other tests to proville critical
objective (let& and conducts examinations that will look for evidence that
does not support the presence of a particular disease process. The objective
data from both tests and examination is then reviewed and other medical
specialists may be brought into the review to determine if additional data
should be collected or additional examinations conducted. Finally, the
phyeician (or team of physicians) reviews all data and makes a diagnosis of
the medical problem -- often through determining what the patient does not
have. In educational and clinical settings, we typically use the beginning
process but seldom conduct the necessary "tests" that might prove a position
incorrect. We determine that the child is fussy on a particular day while
simultaneously deciding that maybe s/he hasn't had the correct medicati66Or
that s/he got up too early that morning or is hungry or is cold, etc.
However, often we also decide that the student must be hungry -- even though
we don't know what time feeding occurred that morning or other information
that might substantiate (or not substantiate) that conclusion. In most
instances, we can't ask the infant, young.child, or nonverbal severely
handicapped student to validate our position and probably we don't have
access to parents and residential care aides who may have the critical
information -- so, we simply conclude.

Several examples of use of strong inference procedures have been
provided in other sources (e.g., Bricker & Campbell, 1980; Campbell, 1982).
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Howtver, ope further example may be helpful here. This example involves a

everely motorically handicapped six year old who was known to have normal

auditory acuity but limited visual field- ranges with diminished visual -

t acuity. Christopher demonstrated no voluntary movement at all of either the

arms, legs, Or head and, in fact, did not show voluntary movement of t4 eye

musculature. Postural tone was hypotonic (low) much of the time but

fluctuated to hypertonicity :under conditions of stimulation. Therefore,

postural tone was increased (hypertonic) much of the time. The head was

maintained to the right side the majority of the time with a position of

extreme right cervical rotation in combination with neck hyperextension,

referred to clinically as asymmetry to the right. Vision in the left eye was

better than that on the right (and head position may Well have been

maintained more because of visual orientatiorithan pos-Aural tone problems). 1

An evaluation of this student's movement abifities indicated in addition to

the absence of movement generally and the postural tone atypicality, limited

strength in the muscles that would rotate the head to the left. Chris was

able to move his head from the midline to the left (gravity assisting) but
was not able to then move his head back to midline (antigravity movement) or

to use the neck flexor muscles to bring his chin toward his chest. One

motivator that was determined was music. A paradigm was then established

whereby Chris would receive music when he turned his head to the left side

but would not receive music when he turned his head to the right ("Figure

#13). The data in Figure #14 shows that, in fact, head turning to the left

increased.

The next step in this program was to attempt to bring the head iurning

responses (both right and left) under the control of some instructional

direction/cue (antecedent). An instructional event of a bright light was

used to indicate to Chris whether he needed to turn to the rieft or to the
left in order to receive music. If the light on Chris's right was turned on,

the music would be contingent on a right head turn where if the light on the

left was turned on, the music would be contingent on left head turning. The

data in Figure #15 indicates that behavior fluctuated under these conditions.

Various assumptions were made about why the behavior was so inconsistent --

primary among which was an assumption that perhaps the light was not a

sufficient visual stimulus. The end process of the assumptiontesting

demonstrated that even through the light was Planfully used as the cue, that

Chris was responding to a cue of movement of the fingers. When movement of

the fingers was used on either the right or the left (with or without the

light), data indicated that performance was appropriate.

Any programmer might question both the feasibility and the value of

conducting strong inference procedures in a situation such as this. However,

information that "moving fingers" constitute a reasonable instructional cue

can be used by a teacher or other programmers across situations with a given

student and time won't be wasted trying.to cue a student with a light. The

movement cue, with Chris, was incorporated into other instructional programs

such as visual tracking/scanning, looking at a named object/picture, and

other activities, as well as by the classroom teacher who could cue Chris to

turn his head to the right or left with moving fingers (in combination with

simple verbal direction) 'during classroom activities. Eventually, the

movement cue was systematically faded to bring head turning (controlling head
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Figure #5

Head Turn Contingency Intervention

Chris positioned supine on wedge with roll under head, hips flexed,
pelvis posteriorly tilted, arms/head free to move. Normalize tone
by slow movement on chest to insure symnetrical positioning. Head
positioned at midline and held independently (no prompts or guides) ,*
for 3 seconds.

Does Chris move his head
to the left?

y4s

Turn on music in left
speaker.r
Does Chris maintalm his
head to the left for up to
10 seconds?

xas,

no Chris moves
head to right.

I.

Trainer prompts
head to left.
Records (-P).

Chris does not
move.

Trainer prompts
head to left.

Records (-NRY)

Continue music until head
not maintained to left or
_10 seconds.

Does Chris return his head
to midline?

no

es

Re-facilitate tone, movement
as above, as ne'eessary to
insure midline head placement
for 3 seconds.

1

Trainer facilitates head into
midline position by depressing
right shoulder to facilitate
movement.

Recycle program for 20 trials

J
17:-.;;T., the 20th trial?

WS.

[Terminate program.'

Recycle for 20 trials.
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#14

CHRIS'S LEFT HEAD TURN (MUSIC)

Might Head Turns

;frtitire*f Left Head Turns

ro
d.

/

1

a
-1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 181112 1314 1e

8ESSIPHS

Graph showing increase in left head turns with

Music contingent to left turns, absent foreright

head turns.
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Figurefil5

J.

CHRIS HEAD TURN CONTINGENCY
A B tA B i IA B

81234567618 12 14 1618 2822 24 2618

SESSIONS 4/16-5/15 9/8-18/1/81)

Graph showing difftrences between Training A

and Training B: Training A included a light antecedent

cue with music as a reinf rcer for correct turns;

Training B included a ligh antecedent with a movement

cue in front of fhe light w h mu inforcer.

Student's performance was under h co ro ofthe movement

cue (and not the light antece.dent)

.5, - 3 month absence in trainip.g.
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movement) under the control of environmental antecedents rather than

DATA BASED DECISION MAKING

Throughout this manual, we have e hasized the importance of objective

data as a means of determining the m t effective programming strategies

utilized with given students. However, d ta-based decision making,- although
!

unfortunately not iiidely used in educational situations, has been heavily

used in business, industry, and other situations. In fact, most of us use

data-based decision making In our everyday lives -- even_lh such simple

activrties as checking consumer reports before purchasing a major appliance

or looking at mileage ratings and.repair records before buying a new.car.

A number of educators have suggested methods for structuring classroom

programming -on the basis of data collection and have generated curriculum
based on an instructional model that regularly evaluates objective data (see,

for instance, the Teaching Research,A data based classroom for ehe moderately

and severely handicapped,Fredericks and others, 1979). Other authors have
,

also reported various ways to collect data on performances of severely

handicapped stUdents, as well as to make accurate programming decisions on

the 'basis of that data (Haring, Liberty, & White, 1980; Guess and others,
1976; Snell & Smith, 1978; White & Haring, 1,976). Data collection methods

are being written about more frequently since severely handicapped students

are no longer excluded from public education programs. Keeping appraised of

what is happening in the area of data collection is important since more

effective ways of managing data collection systems are being reported.
6

Obviously, in order to"use objective data as the basis for educational

decision making, data not only has to be collected but also has to be

regularly reviewed. Many times, teachers and other professionals collect

data but -177F-rook at the results and/or base programming on subjective
interpretations of success rather than on the results of the data itself. .To

regularly review data seems li e a fairly obvious and easy task. However,

for the teacher with 8-10 stu nts in a classroom or the therapist who is

responsible for as many as 20-30 children, regularly reviewing and graphing

data can be a time-consuming process.

Representing Data:

There are two basic approaches that can be used for making data both

easy to collect and to monitor. One is to use a data sheet that will

function as a recorder of data, a summary sheet, and a graph. The most

commonly used of these data sheets is one designed by Saunders and Koplik

(1975) which is outlined in Figure 16. This type of sheet is best used far

instructional targets that are limited to ten trials where correct/incorrect

responses are being recorded. The sheet cannot be used as well with unequal

trials or, if correct/incor ct responses are not being recorded. Sometimes
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CHILD:

INITIATED:

MAStERY TEST DATA SHEET

OBJECTIVE II's:

'OBJECTIVE:

TEACHERe,

TERMINATED: % DAYS IN PROGRAM: % DAYS ABSENT :

OBJECTIVE:

10 10 10 10 10
9 9 9 9 9
8 8 8 8 8
7 7 7 7 7'
6 6 6 6 6
5 5 5 5 5
4 4 4 4 4
3 3 , 3 3 3
2 2 2 2
1 1 .6.,;,1
0 0 0 0

10 10 10 10 10
9 9 9 9 9
8 8 8 8 8
7 7 7 7 7
6 6 6 .6 6
5 5 5 5 5

1 / 4 4 4 4 4
3 3 3 3 3
2 2 2 2 2

1 1 1 1 I
0 0 0 0 0

OBJECTIVE: 10 10 10 10 10
9 9 9 9 9
8,- 8 8 8 8

--'1

6 6 6 6 6
7 7 7 7

5 5 5 5 5
4 4 4 4 4
3 3 3 3 3
2 2 2 2 2
1 1 1 1 1

0 0 0 0 0

OBJECTIVE: 10 10 10 10 10
9 9 9 9 9
8 8 8 8 8
7 7 7 7 7

6 6 6 6 .6

5 5 5 5 5
4 4 4 4 4
3 3 3 , 3 3'
2 2 2 2 2

'1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0

10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6

111

6 6
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

0,. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 10 10 10 10 lb 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
9 9 %. 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 .9
8 8 8 .8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 .8 8
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
6 6 6 6 .6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
5 5 5 , 5 5, 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
4 4 4 '4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4x$W
3 3 3 3 3 '3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 .' 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0

10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
8 8 8 8 8 8 8 . 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 _ 7 7 7' 7 7 , 7 7
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
4 4 tt 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4... 4
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 5
V., 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 '2

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1- 1 1 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10.10 10
9 9 9 9 9 9 (9 9 9 9 9 9 .9 9 -9 9
8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7

6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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other measurements such as rate,
or trials, to criterion ar

such items as distatc ar

In addition, some in ructional

Figure 1117) are also easier to
and graph simultaneously. Ho

requires only correct/incorrect
great deal of time.

percent correct/incorrect (unequal,. trials),

used. Or a teacher might want to record
also not easily represented on these sheets.
aradigms (such as two-choice discrimination,
implement without using this sheet to record

ever, whenevey the instructional situation
esponse, using this data sheet can cave a

Another way telnsure efficiency hen collecting and reviewing data is

to use a data summary sheet. Graphin an thip be done directly from the

summary sheet rather than from the raw da Several people have

experimented with ways to take summarizing data easy and ici.at. One way

that has been helpful for many people is to use a color codi system with a

summary sheet of all programs being implemented with students Figure 1/18)

where one, .color, fI instance green, would be used to code a pr ram where

the student had performed to crtterion; another color, red, would b used for

programs where performance was not to criterion; and a third col r, black,

would indicate that the program had not been implemented that day (even

though the student was in school). Absences would be recorded sy 'A!' and

notations made about reasons for absences 9n the bottom of the page. The

advaptages to this format are that data across all programs 4mplemented wiNt,

a given student can be reviewed at a glance. The teacher/programmers can

determine which programs have been omitted the most frequently, how many

absences frio school the student has had, and which instructional programs
should ,be reviewed in gfeater depth (either because the student has not met
criterion frequently and/or has met criterion many days in a row). However,

this representational format also has significant disadvantages in that

progess toward a, goal is not represented. Student performance is recorded

essentially 'as (+) met criterion, or (-) -- did not meet criterion.

Changes in instructional strategies leading toward attainment of,the same
goal must be represented as an entirely new program. For instance, if a

teacher decicted to use objects for a naming prograd rather than pictures, the

change would have to be written out as'a new program. Individual data sheets

must still be used and maintained when this summary system is utilized in

order to provide the back-up data on child performance and to gtilize in

programmatic dedision making.

Another type of summary sheet can be used either by itself or in

4 combination with the summary heet described above (Figure (/19). This sheet

summarizes aN-greater amount of information on'child performance but does go
on a program-by-program basis. Therefore, §ummary sheets for all -

instructional or therapeutic programs being implemented with a student must

be ,simultaneously reviewed and/or further summarized onto the summary sheet

:described above. A The advantages of this summary sheet are that data can

easily be transferred from the sheet onto a visual representation of child

perfofmance (such as a line graph or bar chart), strategy changes, cAn be

indicateli in the comment column -without completely rewriting the

instructional program, and additional,columns can be easily added to record

other relevant information. Subjective information about student performance
(e.g., "really liked tte cookies.that we made", "seemed bored today", or "was

very congested") can easily be ated under comments, providing the reviewer
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Child's 'Name:

Figure #17

BASIC TWO CHOICE DISCRIMINATION TASK

Time Start: Time End:

Trainer:

AO'

ReqUired Resp4wq:
a.

Antecedent Arrangements:

'Consequence:

+/-

21.

2. 22.

3. 23.

4. 24. 'lc

5. 25.

6. 26.

7. 27.

8. 28.

9. 29. *

10. 30.

_11. 31.

12. * 32. * 01.1.,

13. 33. *
Ar

14. 34.

15. 35.

16. 36.

r7. 37.

18. 38. *

19. 39.

20. *
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Name:

Figure #18

DATA SUMMARY SHEET

D.O.B.: / Age:

Programs
va

Teacher:

Dates

X (green) = met criterion established for Instructional program

Y (red) = did not meet criterion established for instructional program

0 (black) = student in school but program not implemented
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Specific Program:

Figure #19

DATA SUMMARY SHEET
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with important information needed to accurately interpret data.

All instructional and therapeutic program data will not be able to be

fully collected and summarized on the examples of data and summary sheets

presented in this module. However, teachers and therapists can make up their

own sheets in order to insure ease and efficiency for collect.ing and/

maintaining data records. Recording data on bits of paper and/or whatever is

convenient at the moment daes not help the teacher in the long run because

each of those scraps are easily lost and important information may not be

recorded. A "formal" data sheet insures that dates, exact responses, and

olher significant aspects related to programming will be efficiently

maintained. App dix A in this module includes examples of data sheets, as

well as blank form for copying, and additional data sheets related to

assessing motivators are included in Motivating Behavior Change (Bricker &

Campbell, 1982).

Graphs o one sort or another are the most common way of representing

data visuall .and many materials have been written ank,developed to assist

teachers and other programmers to graph data (e.g., Snell & Smith, 1978;

MacLeod, An rews, & Grove, 1980; White & Haring, 1976). The most typically

used graph is a line graph, although the same data may be represented in a

variety off ways (Figures 20 and 21). Line graphs, however, are easiest for

most peopl to understand and to use as the basis-for programmatic decision

making. In general, most graphs include a baseline on an intervention phase.

However, the baseline phase may, in practice, be a representation of the

initial intervention attempted with the student (White & Liberty, 1976). In

a single A-B program design (i.e., one target, baseline-instructon), the

initial baseline/intervention phase must include a minimum of 3 data points

in order to successfully interpret the data. This phase is separated on the

graph from the intervention (or second intervention) phase with a line which

can also be used to separate successive interventions generated from

instructional strategy_ changes (Figure 22). This allows the

teacher/programmer to maintain a "running" graph of performance in relation

to a targeted goal without having to re-do graphs each time a program change

is made. When data is not represented on a self-graphing data sheet (such as

the one previously suggested), data should be transferred' from the summary

sheet to a graph at least every-week. Graphing can be an extraordinary and

time consuming task that is made more complicated (and aversive!!) if not

kept up with.

Decision Making:

Traditionally, most programmatic decisti'ons have been based on visual

inspection/interpretation of data represented on graphs rather than through

statistical analyses. However, little has been written regarding specific

rules to use in interpreting data for decision making purposes (Haring,

Liberty, & White, 1980). The most general rule has suggested an evaluation

of data points over a 3-7 session period (Baldwin, 1976; Fredericks and

others, 1979; Haring & White, 1976) with indication that changes, should be

made if student behavior is not changing, is decreasing, or shows extreme

varFability. The most typical change suggested, however, has been to drop

back to an easier skill level.
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Figure #21

CHRIS'S LEFT HEAD HOUEHENTi

Hatched= Midline to Left

So1id=Left to Midline
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SESSIONS (18/11 TO 2/18;81)

Bar graph showing head movements from midline

to the left and from left to midline.
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Figure #22
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Some initial attempts have been made by Haring, Liberty, and White

(1980) to define the conditions (or learning patterns) that are most

successfully influenced specific manipulations of instructional

strategies. In general, 26 learning patterns were identified and have been
Ak

labeled by the strategy change that is most likely to produce behavior change

including manipulation of: antecedents; consequences; adtecedents and

consequences together; compliance; and task requirements. In addition, five

of the 26 learning patterns have been classified as likely to show continued,

positive change withdut any manipulation of instructional strategies.

Teachers and. programmers ,have been taught to develop learning patterns for
their .students using specific graphing procedures, to compare those patterns

with the 26 identified patterns, and to make the recommended alteration in
instructional strategies.

The following change guidelines can be derived from analysis of both

correct responses and error responses in instructional activities that allow

for at least 10 learning opportunities (trials) *for each instructional

encounter over a period of 5-7 sessions:

1. Where error responses exceed correct responses and where

both error responses and correct responses are

increasing, correct responses are decreasing, or when

correct responses are increasing with no change should

provide the student with more information on how to

perform (antecedent changes).

2. Where correct responses exceed incorrect responses and

where correct responsesRare either stable (no change) or
decreasing, the instructional strategy change should

change to motivate the student (consequence changes).

3. Where error responses and correct responses remain at 0

(no corrects) with increasing .error responses, the

instructional strategy change should be to drop back to
an easier prerequisite skill or component skill level.

4. Where correct responses exceed error responses but show

considerable variability with decreasing or stable error

responses, compliance problems are present. Such

patterns typically appear across all instructional

programs of a given student and require specific

compliance training procedures for behavior change.

Guidelines about Program strategy decision making derived from the

Teaching Research materials as Well as from individual investigations of

learning within specific curricular areas, typically have suggested program

change by dropping back or accelerating to the next &tep in the task analysis

(Fredericks and others, 1979). This system may be appropriate for some

students but is probably least likely to produce change in programming with

profoundly handicapped or multi-handicapped children where more careful

analyses of performance are required in order to determine precise

%RP
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instructional changes (Campbell, 1982).

Programming Alternatives:

Three basic approaches can be utilized when a spgcified instructional
plan faili with a given student. However, the vast majority of instructional
programs that are implemented with severely handicapped students appear to
fail because of weak, inappropriate, or unmotivating consequences for correct cs,.

;performance. Many of thg tasks tha.t are appr priate to teach severely
handicapped students are not motivating in and o themselves and for many
students, may be more unmotivating than the alterna ve. For instance, why
should dressing oneself (particularly if the task is difficult) be more
rewarding than being dressed by another person? In other words, independence
(for the sake of independence alone) may not be a very strong motivator for
many severely handicapped students. This situation leads us to a first
programming "rule":

Reevaluate the consequence arrangements of the instructional
task first before modifying other task aspects and before

, selecting another instructional strategy.

Errors programming that are made in relation to application of
consequences frequently include: inconsistent provision of consequences
(causing an unintentional intermittent schedule of reinforcement); provision
of consequences which are no longer motivating (e.g., giving a student liquid
when the student is not thirsty); or providing the same consequence again and
again across all instructional tasks (causing the consequence to become
nonmotivating).

The second aspect to be considered is often the first area of change
made by teaphers and'other programmers.. All of us have a natural tendency to
incredse the number of verbal directions and to provide more cues and prompts
under conditions where the student does not respond to instruction. If we
ask the student to do something and he does not immediately respond, many
programmers will' repeat verbal directions several times or provide the
students with "hints" by adding in additional cues and prompts. A teacher
may ask the student to get his coat Ad put it on so that She/he can go home
on the bus. When the student does not respond after several verbal
"reminders", the teacher may get the coat for the student. When thejatudent
still does not put on the coat, the teacher may "skip" auidante completely
and simply put the \coat on the child. The student, in this situation, may
have receiVed as many as 20-30 instructional directions -- but still did not
ever exhibit the correct respodse. Situations like these can be trequently
observed in classrooms for severely handicapped students which leads us to a
second programming "rule" which is:

Systematically reevaluate the antecedent arrangements of the
task in such a way that the student is provided only with the

56
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sufficient and necessary type of instruction that wi I enable
correct (desired) response.

The final "rule" to consider in altering an uns ccessful program

relates to whether or not the desired behav or outcome is possible for the
student. A program should be re-evaluated a "not possible' for the student
only after the programmer is sure that molt ivation has b en high and that
antecedents have been appropiate. Such a statement is ar easier to make

than to implement -- particularly with those severely ha dicapped students
who may have movem nt disorders or sensory impairment. dgements that the

student "has plat aued" or "is not yet ready" or other similar statements
should not be ma e until motivators are known and have -been tested and
antecedent arrange ents have been systematically varied, leading to the
final "rule" to:'

Consider an lternative of modifying the response expected .

from the student only after allpossible consequences and
antecedent arrangements have been tested.

CLASSROOM AND PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

So far in this module, we have addressed programming for severely

handicapped students in relation to individual student needs. However,,at
some point, the teacher and other individuals tnvolved with each student must
organize programming for an entire group of students. As most teachers know,

classioom organization is easier discussed than efficiently implemented since
so many severely handicapped students, particularly those with multiple

impairments, are difficult to instruct in group situatiiihs. However, several

suggestions/guidelines may be helpful:

1. Organize program information and data on a

student-by-student basis in program notebooks, files,
card files, or on clipboards that are maintained in the
same iocation.

2. Review all information on all students briefly at the end
of each classroom day to be sure that all information is

in the correct location 604 that information from data
collection sheets has been recorded on summary sheets and
graphs.

3. Set aside time at the beginning or end of the school day

to review each student's program on approximately a once
per week basis. Changes to be made in instructional
strategies should be indicated on the summary sheet and
program sheets/flowcharts for implementation. Keep lists
of needed instructional materials to insure that ordering
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or location occurs before program changes requiring these
materials are attempted.

4. Organize materials needed for each instructiohal activity
for each student or group of students by keeping
materials in the same location (and close to where the

instruction will take place),-assembling them in boxes,
envelopes, or other containers or organizational means.
Keep data sheets for the act,ivity with the materials or

. in notebooks or files, whichever is most convenient. -

Check materials at the end or beginning of each school
day to insure .that all program materials are complete.

: This "checking" will prevent needing to hunt for required
materials or to write data on scrap paper.

5: Make a schedule of activities that will occur for each
student or groups of students during the classroom day.
Different schedules fot different days may need to be
made if staffing or programming changes on a day by day
basis (e.g., speech therapist comes in on Monday
afternoons, etc.; volunteer works Tuesday mornings).

6. Tap as many resources as possible to provide extra staff
that may be necessary for oneonone programming.
Parents, volunteers, practicum and student teachers,
foster grandparents, etc. are all resources for obtaining
extra programming personnel. However, these people

should be used efficiently -- not just as "extras". Not
only can time from these people be helpful in

programming, but can also be useful in making
instructional materials, copying data sheets, recording
data on summary sheets, and updating tasks.

SUMMARY

The challenge of educating the severely handicapped student is clear to

those working in the field. However, the strategies and procedures that will,
change the behavior of every severely handicapped student in ways that will
enable- as independent and productive functioning as possible are often
'clear!! We have tried in this module to describe a series of activities that
dan be used by teachers, programmers, and parents to identify relevant
instructional targets, implement effective intervention strategies, and,
overall, produce positive change in the behavior of severely handicapped
learners.

The problemoriented approach focuses on developing the unique and
individual "solutions" that are necessary to enable each severely handicapped
student 4o acquire functional skills. Many of the "solutions" to the
problems of educating these students are available through following the.

4
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assessmentprogramming procedures outlined in this manual (as,well as in

other materials). However, many "solutions" remain to bpAreated and_v
validated bY professionals and parents involved with severely handicapped

II

children. We hope that by following the guidelines contained in this manual
that you will not only be more effecitve with studenta in your classroom, but
will also have a basis from which you can develop your own creative solutions

II

to instructional problems encountered with your students!
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FEEDING

Child's Name:

Trainer:

Date:

Trial Number of Bites Duration.

_

Trial Number of Bites

.
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1

1

Child:

FEEDING

Date:

Trainer:.

MAINTAINS
INDEP. INDEP. INDEP. INDEP.

TRIAL 'SCOOP FOOD IN
GRASP SCOOP TO MOUTH BOW1

MOUTH

1 ..
.

i

2 r

3

4 .

5 ,

.

6

7

8

9
e

. /
,

,

10 _
:

'11
..,

12 i

....

)

It

13 ,

wr

.

,

. ,

.

.

15
---,

% .. .

16
,

, .

1.7
.

t

,

18i

-

- 4
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.

,
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.

,
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,
,
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I
,I,artae :

SYSTEMATIC SEARCH FOR HIDDEN OBJECTS

,..

Date :

Trainer :

*TRIAL V OSITION STIMULUS BOX OPEN +/-
SEARCH

L-R +/-
1

AUD. CUE
TAdT/AUD

CUE

MAINTAIN
R HAND

I 1 3 .

I 2 1
4,

3

I 4

6 1

-

I 7
2

I

? - ,

10 2

11
r

, 3

12 2
,

, .
, .

,

4

111 TOTALS /12 /12 .

I

I

I

I
I 2/82

,

STATE:

..

COMMENTS:

-

..

a-

4,

o
7

s



Child's Name:

Trainer-1

SWITCH.ACTIVATION

BASELINE'

Date:

SR+=

Trial
Frequency/

3 Minute Trial
1

Rate/Minute Comments
.

1

. 2

_

.4)

4 w
d

RPM =

1

1
r
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I

I

1

I

I
I

I

1

I-,
I

I

1

1

I

I
I
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Child's Name:

Trainer:

SWITCH ACTIVATION
\

Date:

Trial +/-/NR Latency
.1

1
_
,

'\

2

.

-

3

4

5

6

7

a

9

0-
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12

13
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14
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1

3ARREL SWITCH - DISCREMINATIVE PERFORANCE

Child's Name:

?ositioning:

SR+ (music):

Date:

Trainer:

Live Switch: With Tactile Cue and Auditory SR+

Dead Switch: Without Tactile Cue and No Auditory SR+

FLU LEFT RIGHT
FREQUENCY/

-3MINTJTE TRIALS-
RATE/MTN. COMMENTS

live* '(

'.., live* .

I3 dead*
i

.,

,

I 4 *dead*,

5 live*
,

.

II 6 live* .

,

7 dead* -

II 8 live*
.

.

.
.

dead*

10 T dead*
. .

,

,

1
dead*

If

1112 live*

1113 live*
4

1[4

15

live* .

dead*
- ,

116 dead*

_

IrTALS:
.

RFM with tactile cue end auditory Se. (live):
+

2 M without tactile cue and no SR (dead):
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Child's Name:

Trainer:

HEAD TURN DATA SHEET

Date:

Required Response: I
\

TRIAL DIRECTION OF HEAD TURN L/R SR+ (+/-) COMMENTS

1 Time Start:

2 . Time Stop:

3 Volumerrone: .

4 t Selection:

5

,

End Counter:

7 ,
8

q

10
-

11 _ _
12 .

13
1

14
-

,

15

16
.

17

18 0
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20
i * ,

21 -
/

22 14
eg----

23' a
.
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,
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,
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28 .

99

30

,

31 .,-,

32 . . .

33

34
. , ,

35
, .

36 .

37
: -

,--
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Child ' s Name :

Trainer:

Required Response:

Antecedent Arrangemtnts :

ConSequences :

EYE POINT TRAINING

Time S tart :

Time 'End :

4.

Trial L R +/-
+1-

Movement
Cue

+/-

Second
,

Presentation

1 . .

1

3 ,

,
.

4 .1
. -

5

, *

6 ,

,

7 . .
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.
,

9 ,

1.-
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,
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Child's Name:

Trainer:

CRAWLER DATA SHEET

Date:

,

Trial Right Hip Flexion Left Hip Flexion Inches/5 Minutes

1

a.
. ,

.

2 i

3

4
.

alb

Totals: 5E R hip flexion:

5E L hip flexion:

-i- inches/5 minutes:
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\
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1

Name:,

Target Behavior:

Behavior Definition:

Intervention:

IMITATION FORM

Code: P = prompt
G = guidance

BEHAVIOR +
,

I. Clap hands
.

2. Wave hand

/

//

3.

.

Hands on head

/
.

4.
.

Hit hand to knee

5. Hit stick on tble
.

/

6. Hit.'(24hands on table

,

. Nod head .

8. Mouth open

, .

9. Tongue out .

10. Tongue on teeth

,

.

,

.

. _

,

,

.

. . Ci-4
.-----



CHILD:

INITt.ATtD;

OBIECTIVE fit s :

*..

OBJECTIVE:

111

MASTERY TEST DTA SHEET

TEACHER:.

- TERMINATED: % DAYS 'IN PROGRAM: % DAYS ABSENT:

TEST DATE:

OBJECTIVE:

OBJECtIVE:

2

10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10=q0 i0 10:10'10)10 10 10 10 10 10 10

' .

8 8 8 8 -8 8 8 8 8 8 .8 8 8 8 .8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8

/ '7 7 7 7 7 \7 7 -7 7 7 7' 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 1 7

6 6 6 ,6,%. 6 6 , 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 ; 6 6 6

5 5 5 5 5 - 5. 5 5 5 .5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

3 3 3 3 341 3 31' 3 .3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2' 2 2 2, 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

1 1 -41 1 1. 1 1.1 1 1 1- 1.1,1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1.

oo'o 6, b'oo 6- 0000000pos0000'oo
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I.

Child's Name:

BASIC TWO CHOICE DISCRIMINATION TASK

Time Start:

Trainer:

Time End:

Required Response:

Antecedent Arrangements:

-Coniequence:'

1:

2.

L. .

3. *

4.

.eI 7.

15.

16.

19.

tr

r

+/-

21.

22.

23.

24.

.25.. *

26. 4

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33. , *

34.

35.

36:

37.

38..

39..

40.

83

*

1



G°

Child 's NaMe :

1

MN/

°

f BAS I C TWO CHOICE DISCRIMINATION TASK

:time S tart : Time End :

Trainer

1

Required Response :

Antecedent AAangements :

Consequence:

1 . * ball hat ,

2 doll * cup

3. * book spoon

4. * phone cOokie

* block ti:uck

6.. cup * ball

7. .* ha 'doll

a . truck * book

p
9 . * spoon phone

-
10 . cookie * doll

11. book * block

12. '* truck ' b all

13. * cup book

14. phone * hat

15: spoon * coOkie

16 . * doll cup

17t. ball * truck

block* cookie

* phone

* spoon

+1- +/-
, --

21 . * b all hAt

22 . doll

23. * book spoon

24 . * phone cookie

- 25 . * block truck

26 . , cup *b all

, 27. * hat doll
4 4

28. truck *b ook
1

.

29 . *.spoon LT plione .
30*. _cookie * doll .

,

31. book., ." *block
1

.
32. * truck b all

33, * cup book

34. phone *ht

35 . spoon .* cookie

36 . * doll cup

37 . b all * truck

,*

38. ***cookie bloCk

,
. hat * phone

40 . block * spoon

4A



Name:

Date':

Program:

Required Response ot-Step:

Trials
,

.

+/- Independent

.

Prompt/Guide
.

Comments .'

.

,

.

1 .

. .

.c

2 .- i
'.

.
- .

3 ( .. ...--

.

5

6

4

7

8 ' t ' -

9 .
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4
.

.
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, . ,
-

.
, ,

11. ,

12 X ' .
).

13 al

. . _

1,4

,
. .

.

15
.

, ,
,

.

%

16 *
0 . .' .

.-47-'

. ,

' 18
0,

. ,

19

,
, . .

.

2.0
.

.
.

. .

I.

TOTALS: Total Independent: /7.

Total Prompt/Guide: ,/%

4

4
0



Specific Program:

DATA SUMMARY SHEET

Child's' Name:

I ba tin
..4 t
.

Data
Point

,

Trainer
Init.

..

Observe.
Time

r

# Trials # Corre % Correct Rate Resp
.
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if. Asa.
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DATA SUMMARY SHEET: 0

Name: D.O.B.: / / Age: Teacher:

Programs

.

\_

i.
.

. .

Dates

0

.

.

. o

.

,

4

i ,

. .

,..

.
.

..---

,
..r.

,

IP
,

_

' .

.
.

,
.

Vill
,

o

. .

. m

*

I e I 4

1

4
.
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,
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r , ,

.

.

,
, .0.

.
.

.

,

, - , ,

.
.

. .

.

.

.

-

.

,

X (green) = met criterion established for instructional program
-4 (red) = d14 dot meet eiteion established for Instructional program

0 (blaCk) = stuflent in bchool<lprogram not ,pnplementedc,
Its

lir 88

%


